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The Petersburg District Ranger asked the Mitkof Team to

develop a landscape design for Mitkof Island. She told them

to base the design on public preferences and ecosystem

sustainability. We got as many people involved as possible.

We received over 400 comments from a broad cross-section

of people. We used the comments to help write the Final

Design.

This Final Design is written as a proposal to the

Petersburg District Ranger. The Ranger will choose how

to act on the recommendations. Project proposals and

Forest plan Amendments would require National

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis.



Introduction

The Petersburg District Ranger ass&ned a team to conduct a landscape
analysis of M&of Island in January 1994. She asked the team to propose a
landscape design that would address public preferences and ecosystem
sustainability for Milkof Island. She wanted the Analysis to address the
following questions:

● How is the island used by humans, wildlife, and fish?

● Which uses or benefits do people want horn the island?

● Where should we locate activities?

● What trade-offs can we make to deal with conflicts?

● What can we do to sustain the island ecosystem over time?

The Mitkof Landscape Design k our effort to address these questions.

Landscape Design Process

To gather ideas for the future of Mitkof Iskm& we held workshops,
interviewed dozens of people in fi-ontof the Post Office, and mailed reply
forms. We reviewed data and created maps. Then we developed a set of
proposals that became the Preliminary M.&of Landscape DesQn.

We started from Alternative P of the 1992 Supplemental Draft Forest Plan
Revision even though it has not been officially adopted. We thought it was
abetter starting point than the current Forest Plan (1979) as amended in
1985, 1986, and 1991. We came up with a list of ideas for Mure projects
and for recommended changes to Alternative P. We limited most of our
project ideas to the next ten years and considered cumulative effects to the
year 2060.

We drafted the Preliminary Design in the fd of 1994, sent it out for you to
review, then held another workshop in February 1995. We used your
comments on the Preliminary Design to make changes in the Final Design.
Chapter 2 describes the Design by response to public preferences.
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Introduction 1995 Final Mitkof Landscaue Design

Why the Design is Written as a Proposal

You’ll notice that the Design is written as a proposal. The words propose...
and recommend... are common throughout. That’s because we are proposing
ideas to the Petersburg District Ranger. She will decide how to act on the
recommendations. Any fiuther actions would require National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) analysis. You will have additional
opportunities to comment on any project proposed in this document. Before
acting on these proposals, we will conduct public scoping, develop
alternatives, and display consequences.

All recommendations are subject to availability of fimds, partnerships, and
other methods of working with declining federal budgets,

Landscape Design Summary

Maps: The following maps are enclosed in the cover pocket

Map 1.
Map 2.
Map 3.

●
✎

Map 4.
Map 5.

Map 6.
Map 7.

Map 8.
Map 9.
Map 10.

Map 11.
Map 12.
Map 13.

Mitkof Island Map
Ecosystem Flows
Five Areas of Mitkof Island

Recreation Projects (Proposed)
Road Maintenance Levels (Proposed)

Riparian Management Areas (Proposed)
Fisheries Enhancement and Rehabilitation Projects (Proposed)

Timber: Volume Classes
Timber: Areas Available for Timber Harvest (Proposed)
Timber: Sale Locations, 1995-2004 (Proposed)

Wildlife: Deer Winter Range
Wildlife: Moose Management Strategy Area (Proposed)
Wildlife: Medium HCAS and Goshawk Management Areas
(Proposed
by Alaska Region Internal Draft Environmental Assessment

February 1995)
Map 14. Wildlife: Mitkof Design for Habitat Conservation Areas and

Travel Corridors

Map 15. Forest Plan: Alternative P (1992)

●
Map 16. Forest Plan: Mitkof Design Changes to Alternative P (1992)
Map 17. Satellite Photo, Mitkof Island
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Anticipated Changes on State, City, and Private
Lands

We anticipate a number of reasonably foreseeable developments on State,
City, and private lands that may influence proposals in the Mitkof Landscape
Design.

North End

● Dam construction in the Cabin Creek drainage and an access road and
water pipeline from the City of Petersburg to the drainage.

Central

● Home sites and road access in the Ideal Cove area on State selected
land.

Southeast

● Power to Ideal Cove would follow road access.

● Ferry terminal at South Blind Slough on State selected land.

● Power to south shore State lands would be routed on State land.

Southwest

● No reasonably foreseeable developments in this area.

Blind Slough and Crystal Mountain

● A power line from Crystal dam to Crystal Mountain partially on State
land and partially on National Forest.
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Fisheries Rehabilitation and Enhancement Projects
(Map 7)

North End

2-5 Years

● Rehabilitate Falls Creek harvested stieamside area
“ Stock trout in Snow and Shrew Lakes
● Rehabilitate streamside area of creek two miles north of Bear Creek

Central

2-5 Years

● Rehabilitate Bear Creek harvested streamside area
● Stock trout in Goose Lake
● Place logs in Canyon Creek to create fish habitat
● Place logs in Bear Creek to create fish habitat

Southeast

1-2 Years

● Rehabilitate East Ohmer Creek harvested streamside area

Southwest

1-2 Years

● Stock bout in Wolf Track Lake

10-20 Years

● Provide fish passage over Sumner Creek falls

Blind Slough and Crystal Mountain

2-5 Years

● Provide fish passage from Ohmer Creek to beaver pond habitat
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Recreation Projects (Map 4)

North End

1-2 Years

● Build winter recreation shelter south of existing shelter at Twin Creek
● Work with City of Petersburg to establish a cross-countq ski area
near

Petersburg, including parking

2-5 Years

● Develop snowmobile/cross country ski trails in Twin Creek area
● Improve Raven’s Roost Trailhead and parking

5-10 Years

● Construct shelter on Raven’s Roost Trail
● Construct scenic turnouts with picnic tables along Cabin Creek Road

10-20 Years

● Provide RV and tent camping along Cabin Creek Road

When Proposed as Special Use Application

● Consider proposals for downhill ski area constrnctio~ which may
require extension of Road 6207

Central

1-2 Years

● AUow all-terrain-vehicle use on Forty-Dollar Road (6227) and
associated side roads (Map 5)

2-5 Years

● Construct fishing access trail along Bear Creek
“ Construct LeConte Overlook pullouts for picnics and tent camping
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Recreation 1995 Final Mitkof Landscape Design

5-10 Years

● Construct 2-3 parking spaces and interpretive signs describing
second-growth trees

10-20 Years

● Improve road to LeConte Overlook for RV access, including pullouts,
camping, and a turn-around area

● Construct picnic area at Bear Creek and Three Lakes Loop Road
junction

● Construct high country trail north of Bear Creek, between Road 6227
and Road 6226

Southeast

1-2 Years

● Install wildlife interpretive signs along Three Lakes Loop Trail

2-5 Years

● Cooperate with State on providing access to Green’s camp and
re-establishing camping and picnicking opportunities

5-10 Years

● Cooperate with State on Dry Strait canoe and kayak launch and picnic
area on State land (Blaquiere Point or at end of Mitkof Highway)

● Cooperate with State on tent and RV camping on State land along
southeast shore

10-20 Years

●

●

●

Construct Favor Peak Trail
Construct Favor Peak shelter or tent pad after trail is constructed
Construct hiking trail from end of Road 6221 toward the summit of
Manzanita Peak. Allow all-terrain-vehicle use on existing roadbed.
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Southwest

1-2 Years

“ Cut alders to create or maintain openings along Road 6245 for views
● Allow all-terrain-vehicle use on Woodpecker Road west of Road 6287

junctio~ and on associated side roads (Map 5).

5-10 Years

● Construct Woodpecker Road vista point turnout close to saltwater,
west of State land

● Construct fishing access trail to Sumner Creek

Only if we can prevent vandalism:

● Construct cabin off Snake Ridge Road

Blind Slough and Crystal Mountain

1-2 Years

● Design a Blind Slough Master Plan
● Build short wheelchair accessible fishing access trail and platform

fi-omOhmer Creek Trail
● Upgrade Blind River Trail

2-5 Years

● Improved accessibility, parking, and add play structures at Picnic Area
● Improve accessibility to Man-Made Hole, add outhouse
● Maintain Blind Island for day-use by clearing brush replacing

boardw& adding picnic tables, and repairing grills
● Upgrade swan observatory to provide wheelchair access

5-10 Years

● Construct Crystal Mountain Trail from Snake Ridge Road

Currently Proposed in Special Use Applications

● Concessions including canoe and kayak rentals, food stand
● Power line from Crystal Dam to Crystal Mountain
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Road Proiects 1995 Final Mitkof Landsca~e Design

Road Projects (Map 5)

k addition to the road projects listed below, we propose construction of
roads necessary for harvesting timber.

North End

5-10 Years

● Re-route Twin Creek Road (6209) to reduce grade, add turnouts 10-20
Years

● Construct loop between Twin Creek (6209) and Frenchy Creek Roads
(6208)

● Construct loop between Twin Creek (6209) and Pan Creek Roads
(6205)

Central

1-2 Years

● Construct one or more small parking areas along the Three Lakes
Loop Road (6235)

2-5 Years

●

10-20

●

Resurface portions of the Three Lakes Loop Road (6235)

Years

Reconstruct Froot Loop Road (40000) by grading, add turnouts

Southeast

2-5 Years

● Resurface portions of the Three Lakes Loop Road (6235)

5-10 Years

● Reconstruct the Dry Strait Bridges (6241)

Southwest and Blind Slough and Crystal Mountain

No road projects are proposed for these two areas.
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1995 Final Mitkof Landscape Deakn Timber Harvest

Timber Harvest (Map 10)

North End

2-5 Years

● East Falls Creek (2-3 million board feet)
● Twin Creek Area (2-3 million board feet)

5-10 Years

● Frenchy Creek and West Falls Creek Area (2-4 million board feet)

Central

1-2 Years

● Overlook Area (6-8 million board feet) includes research
alternatives to clearcutting)

● East Fork &ea (2.2 million board feet)
● 11 Mile Blowdown (O.1 million board feet) .
● Froot (2.8 million board feet)

Southeast

5-10 Years

● Dry Strait and Ohmer Creek (3-5 million board feet)
● South Blind Slough Area (2-3 million board feet)

Southwest

1-2 Years

● Road 6245 Salvage (Woodpecker) (less than 1 million board feet)

2-5 Years

● Woodpecker Road and West Woodpecker Road kea (10-12 million
board feet)

5-10 Years

● Sumner Creek Area (3-4 million board feet)

Blind Slough and Crystal Mountain No sales planned
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Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas (Map 14)

We recommend establishing Habitat Conservation Areas (HCAS) as an
amendment to the 1979 Forest Plan or as an inclusion in the Forest Plan
Revisio~ whichever comes first. If the Revision is finished before adopting
the proposed changes we recommend an amendment to the Tongass Land
Management Plan Revision. If the Revision adopts a wildlife viability
strategy other than HCAS, we recommend that comparable protection be
provided.

Medium HCA

Blind-Crystal Medium HCA

Blind Slough is an important wildlife migxation corridor, fishery,
archeological, and recreation area. A number of wildlife species occur here
that do not occur elsewhere on the Island. We excluded the Ohmer Creek
Campground and the State selected area horn this HCA. This HCA includes
the Mitkof Highway, Snake Ridge Road, Three Lakes Loop Roa~
Woodpecker Road and the utility corridor. The utility corridor and roads
may limit some wildlife movements.

Small HCAS

Dry Strait Small HCA

Most of the Dry Strait HCA contains medium-value marten habitat with
some high-value marten habitat. 1 This HCA will provide a connection for
animal dispersal between Mitkof Island and the mairdand (Stikine Large
HCA). This area and the State land to the east are probable the most
important areas for animal movement between Mitkof and the mainland.
This area also has highest-value and high-value deer winter habitat.

Goose Lake Small HCA

The Goose Lake HCA contains high-value and medium-value marten habitat.
This HCA consists of large blocks of high-value, inland deer winter range.
We designed this HCA to include the Three Lakes Loop Road because
valuable habitat exists on both sides of the road.

1
High-value meften habitatis capable of supportingbetween 1.8 and2.71 martenper squaremile. Medium-value
mertenhabitatis capable of supportingbetween0.9 and 1.8 msrtenper squaremile.
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1995 Final Mitkof Landscme Design Wildlife Habitat Conservation Areas

Raven’s Roost Small HCA

The Raven’s Roost HCA contains some high-value and moderate-value
marten habitat. The Cabin Creek area would probably provide additional
habitat on the north end of the island for old-growth dependent species.

South Blind Slough Small HCA

The South Blind Slough HCA contains marten habitat. -ThisHCA may
provide a connection for dispersal with V- Sokolof, Greys, Rynd~ and
Zarembo Islands. This HCA contains highest-value and high-value deer
titer habitat.z

Southwest Small HCA

The Southwest HCA contains high value marten habitats and would provide
animal dispersal between Mitkof and Woewodski Islands. This HCA would
protect highest-value and high-value deer winter habitat. (The shape of this
HCA was adjusted in the Final Design to include better wildlife habitat.)

Three Lakes Small HCA

Three Lakes HCA contains primarily medium-value marten habitat. This is
an area of high species diversity due to the presence of the lakes and their
surrounding habitats. This HCA was designed to be larger than a small HCA
since it is an important link for animal movement between M&of and the
mainland.

2 ~wa.~e ~ - ~iti is capable of suppmtingat least50 deerper squaremile ~u@mo*lY

severe winters. Moderately severewintersarethose with snowfidlbetween51 snd 115 inches. High-value deer
winterhabitst is capable of supporting3049 deerpm squasemile throughmodemtely severe*.

3 High-vslue msrtenhabi.tatis espsble of supportingbetween 1.8 snd 2.71 martenper squsremile. Medium-vslue
martenhabitatis capable of suppmtingbetween0.9 snd 1.8 msrtenpersquare mile.
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Proposed Changes to Alternative P (1992)

Table 1-1 describes changes we propose in Alternative P of the 1992 Forest
Plan Revision (Map 3). Alternative P recommends eight Land Use
Designations for Mitkof. We propose two new Land Use Designations. The
standards and guidelines for each Designation are listed in Appendix A. The
goals of each Land Use Designation follow.

Alternative P Land Use Designations on Mitkof Island (Map
15)

Enacted Municipal Wtiershed: Meet the State of Alaska’s Water Quality
Standards for human use for enacted municipal watershed. This Enacted
Municipal Watershed was established and is withdrawn horn all forms of
locatio~ entry, or appropriation under the mineral and non-mineral land laws
of the United States and set aside as municipal water supply reserves for the
use and benefit of the people of Petersburg.

Modified Landscape: Provide a sustained yield of tiniber and a mix of
resource activities. Recognize the scenic values of suitable timber lands
viewed from popular roads, trails, marine travel routes, recreation sites, bays,
and anchorages, and modi.& timber harvest practices accordingly.

Recreation River: Mainta@ improve, and protect the essentially fiee-
flowing character and outstandingly remarkable values of rivers and river
segments. Provide recreation opportunities in a generally free-flowing river
setting while allowing timber harvesf transportation, and other
developments.

Riparian Area: Maintain riparian habitat for fish and other riparian-
associated species and resources. Meet the requirements of the National
Forest Management Act and the Tongass Timber Reform Act for the
protection of fish habitat andlor water quality. Emphasize the maintenance
and improvement of fish habitat and populations by integrating aquatic and
land based ecosystems management.

Scenic V%vshed: Provide a sustained yield of timber and a mix of resource
activities. Recognize the scenic values of suitable timber lands viewed from
popular roads, trails, marine travel routes, recreation sites, bays and
anchorages, and mod@ tiniber harvest practices accordingly.
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Semi-Primitive Recre@”on: Provide mostly natural or natural-appearing
settings for semi-primitive types of recreation. Provide opportunities for
closeness to nature and self-reliance using motorized or non-motorized
transportation.

Special Interest Area: Provide for the inventory, maintenance, interpretatio~
and protection of the existing characteristics and attributes of areas with
unique cultural, geological, botanical, zoological, recreational, scenic, or
other special features.

Timber Emphasis: Maintain and promote industrial wood production iiom
suitable timber lands, providing a continuous supply of wood products.
Manage for maximum sustained long-term timber yields.

Land Use Designation Proposals

We propose two new Land Use Designations for the Forest Plan Revision
process, as surmnarized below (see Appendix B for a detailed description):

Deer Winter Habitat: The emphasis is to maintain high quality deer winter
range. Generally, Deer Winter Habitat will contain a multi-layered canopy
of trees to provide snow interception and an abundance of understory plants.
Deer Winter Habitat areas may include second-growth stands horn natural
causes or previous timber harvest. Such stands will be managed to provide
deer winter habitat in the future.

Municipal Wtiershed: The guidelines for Municipal Watershed would be
the same as EnactedMunicipal Watershed The difference is the watershed
would not be enacted by a federal law. The area is managed to meet water
quality standards for potable use.
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Table 1-1. Proposed Changes to Alternative P (1992).

North End

Location Proposed Changes to Alternative P (1992)
Cabin Creek watershed, change from Timber Emphasis to Municipal
above the darn site Watershed to protect water quality
Raven’s Roost Trail and change from Modljied Landscape to Semi-
Cabin lPrimitive Recreation to protect scenic and

recreation values
Small Scenic Viewshed change from Scenic Viewshed to Municipal
Area IWatershed to protect water quality -
Area south of Cabin change from Timber Emphasis to Scenic Viewshed
Creek watershed to make Land Use Designations consistent with the

surrounding area
Area near Three Lakes change from Scenic Viewshed to Mod@ed

Landscape to make Land Use Designations
consistent with the surrounding area

Area south of Twin Creek change from Mod@ed Landscape to Scenic
Road Viewshed to make Land Use Designations

consistent with the surrounding area

Central

Location Proposed Changes to Alternative P (1992)

Area near west Blind change from Mod&zed Landkcape to Scenic
slough Viewshed to make Land Use Designations

consistent with the surrounding area
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1995 Final Mitkof Landsca~e Deskn Prouosed Changes to Alternative P

Southeast

Location

Two Areas north of State
land along Mitkof
Highway
Along Dry Strait

Southwest

Location

Along Woodpecker Road

Sumner Basin

Snake Ridge Area

West Blind Slough Area

Along Wrangell Narrows
south of State and private
land
Area north of Road 6281
and Sumner Creek

Proposed Changes to Alternative P (1992)
change from Timber Emphasis to Deer Winter
Habitat to maintain blocks of highest-value and
high-value deer winter rangeq
Change horn Timber Emphasis and Mod@ed
Landscape to Deer Winter Habitat to m&tain a
block of highest-value and high-value deer winter
range

Proposed Changes to Alternative P (1992)

change from Modl@ed Landscape and Scenic
Viewshed to Deer Winter Habitat to maintain a
block of highest-value and high-value deer winter
range
change ftom Modljied Landscape to Timber
Emphasis to allow more intensive timber harvest
in an area where timber is available, area is not
often seeq and with low value wildlife habitat
change from Scenic Viewshed to Mod@ed
Landscape to make Land Use Designations
consistent with the surrounding area
change from A40d@ed Lanckcape to Scenic
Viewshed to make Land Use Designations
consistent with the surrounding area
change Iiom Scenic Viewshed to Deer Winter
Habitat to maintain a block of highest-value and
high-value deer winter range
change from Mod@ed Lanakcape and Scenic
Viewshed to Deer Winter Habitat to maintain a
block of highest-value and high-value deer winter
range

Blind Slough and Crystal Mountain No changes are proposed for
this area.

4 High@-value deerwinterhabitatis capableofsupportingat least50 deerpersquarcmilc thmugh.demtely
severe winters. Moderately severewintersarethosewith mowfdl between 51 and115 inches. High-value&xx
winterhabitatis capable of supporting3049 deerpezsquaremile thmugbmoderatelyseverewinters.
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This chapter describes the Final Design in response to your

comments. We used your initial comments in developing the

Preliminary Mitkof Landscape Design. Then we used your

comments on the Preliminary Design in shaping the Final

● Design. We organized the comments into themes and

described how our proposals responded to what you told us.

The Final Design describes our rationale for projects and

adjustments in the Forest Plan. It does not describe our

management in detail, nor does it describe the Forest Plan

standards and guidelines. For more info~atio~ on these

topics, please contact the Petersburg Ranger District.

(In the Final Design, we combined Chapters 2 and 3 from the

Preliminary Design, moving the more detailed information

into Appendix C.)

o



Introduction

Public Comments

Many people took time to tell the Forest Service what they liked about Mitkof
Islan& how they used the islan~ and how they’d like to see us manage National
Forest Lands in the fiture. It’s obvious that many care deeply about Mitkof
Island and have much to say about how it should be managed.

What People Like

Most people had a long list of things they like to do on M&of Island. They
talked about the island setting, closeness to saltwater and the forests,
spectacular views, and easy access to nature. A number of people cautioned
against changing much on Mitkof Islan& saying they liked things the way they
are. As one man sai~ “I hope my grandsons, who are now 3 and 6, are able to
enjoy the same things on Mitkof Island that I always have. ”

Trade-Offs

Many people acknowledged that different people want different things horn
Mitkof Island. Some people talked about the need to diversi& jobs. “Some
timber, some tourisW some fishing, some value-added processing,” they sai~ a
variety of uses that would contribute to a stable economy overtime. Others
said it was crucial that resources be used at a rate that would allow a
dependable, predictable supply. Some people talked about a balance between
personal and commercial uses. This was especially true for commercial timber
harvest and how it tiects deer hunting, fishing, firewood gathering, and
scenery.

Response to Comments

Chapter 2 is organized into themes or groupings of your comments. It describes
the Final Design proposals and how they respond to what you told us. You’ll
notice that our proposals come Iirs$ then your comments, followed by our
rationale. We described our proposals first so readers can easily skim the
document to see what we’ve proposed- If you want more detail you may find it
more satis&ing to read the public comments first then our proposals, and then
our rationale.

Response to PublicPrefs.rences,Page 2-2



Balance Amomz Uses 1995 Final Mitkof Landscape Deskn

Balance Among Uses

1994 Comments

“A good balance already exists. I would like to see people obey Fish&
Game regulations and quit trashing the roads.” “I’dlike for nothing to be
taken away that now exists. Leave the balance as is.” “No change, just
manage what we’ve got.” “Between 1930-1994 the community has been
pretty balanced. Keep it that way. I’vepretty much got everything I
want. “

“Maintain the diversity of current uses and expand recreational activities
such as interpretive trails, picnic areas, and camping areas throughout the
island road system. ”

“A perfect balance is never possible, but I think a compromise could be
related. The biggest balancing needs to come between consumers of the
forest products and [non-consumptive] users of the forest.” “I like
recreation as long as it doesn’t put people out of work. Concern for the
environment is good, except where it puts people out of work. People’s
lives are important. “ “I’dlike to see protection of deer habitat and
subsistence hunting, some conifer timber harvest ftee-use, and firewood.”

Response to Public Preferences, Page 2-3



Economic Strategy

Economic Diversity

1994 Comments

“I’dlike to see more economic development including increased timber
harvest and mining exploration. Better road maintenance. Emphasize
natural resource development for manufacturing goods.”

“More camping would promote ferry travel and might increase tourism.
Personally, I get enough of this in Juneau. Still, it would be good for
downtown businesses. “ “I’dlike to see an economic analysis that
compares the economy that can be provided with logging versus an
economy based on recreation and tourism. ”

“I hope Petersburg doesn’t grow too much and lose its rural character, and
take away options. I would like the most progress with the least amount
of people. Divers@ some touris~ probably nothing amazing. ”

“Divers@ the economy. Develop tourism slowly so it doesn’t get out of
control. “ “Work toward stable jobs and maintaining income into the
community. Maintain economic stability so the local economy is able to
weather charues. ”

We recognize that communities and entrepreneurs wdl make most economic
choices, not the Forest Service. Where we caq we want to support public
preferences for economic stability on the National Forest. We think that having
a diverse set of jobs is an economic and community strength. If something
happens to one sector of the economy, it doesn’t necessarily bring the whole
economy down. That’s why we have tried to provide for a variety of uses on the
National Forest including continued timber harvest fishing, recreatio~ and
tourism.

We didn’t do a timber-vs-tourism economic analysis. We think it’s important to
include both timber-based and tourism-based jobs because they are both parts of
the economic diversity adding to community stability.

Responseto Public Preferences,Page 2+



Value-Added Wood Processing

1994 Comments

“No more logging, but if you must: independent value-added sales of less
than 1/4 million board fee~ and no more clearcuts should only be offered.
Consider seriously single tree selection!” “Manage timber stands along
Three Lakes Loop for high value specialty products using long rotations
and single tree and group selection. ” “Develop industry based on less
timber harvest and more on value-added processing.” “A small-scale
operation could cut in the winter, hopefidly only for value-added lumber.”
“Don’tuse a 300-year-old spruce for pulp -- [it makes a difference] what
it’s going to be used for. ”

1995 Comments

“Support new sustainable industries using timber for a more complete
product then just logs.” “..the public asked that value-added incentives be
employed for timber harvest on the island. If we are indeed looking to the
future, serious consideration should be given to providing steady
employment with fewer board feet of timber. “

Local Processing

Federal law already requires that timber cut on National Forest land in Alaska
be processed in Alaska before expo~, however, the processing can be nominal,
such as sawing around log into a squared cant. Round logs can be exported if
there is no market in the State. In the past the Forest Service has authorized the
export of timber of little importance to local industry, including Alaska yellow-
cedar and western redcedar. Approval has also been given to export utility-
grade spruce and hemlock logs suitable only for the manufacture of pulp. There
is, however, a growing demand by small, local operators for this timber. The
Forest Service will review its practice of allowing the export of unprocessed
timber. Keeping formerly exported species within the State may enhance the
economic benefits for smaller operators and in time increase the economic
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benefits to the State as a whole. The review is scheduled for completion by
October 1995.

The Forest Service can offer timber or wood products in any quantity horn one
tree to many million board feet. We cannot limit our purchasers to local
operators, nor can we control what the timber is used for once it is harvested.

Small Businesses

Businesses with fewer than 500 employees can apply for Small Business status.
The Small Business Administration (SBA) works with the Forest Service to
offer sales according to the business’ needs as SBA set-aside sales. Fifty
percent of the independent sale timber volume must be processed within the
State by small businesses. If no bids are receive~ the sales are then re-offered.
Any business, small or large, can then bid.

Rural Community Assistance

The Rural Community Assistance program may be the best tool to encourage
value-added processing. Individuals and communities can apply for grants from
the Forest Service or form partnerships to explore the possibilities.
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Other Lands On Mitkof 1995 Final Mitkof Landscme Desire.

Other Lands On Mitkof

Consider Cumulative Impacts

1994 Comments

“Cumulative impacts must be considered. For example, Mental Health
Land Selections, and the [State] ‘1994 Timber Sale Initiative’ planned for
Mitkof Island. will reduce valuable critical deer habitat.”
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1994 Comments

“With the typical Forest Service approach to public involvemen~ you get a
small minority of perhaps a couple percent of all the people who live in
the area actually responding. And yet the Forest Service revises and bases
its findings, at least in parg on those relatively few who actually respond.
You need to somehow get a feeling for what the majority of the people in
the area or community desires and what their needs are beyond assuming
that those one or two percent of the citizens that actually show up at a
public hearing represent those feelings.”

1995 Comments

“Keep working with the people. “ “I highly endorse the effort that has been
done and the preliminary design.” “I think it’s great that the Forest Service
k soliciting ideas from the public users. I’d like to see surveys like this
done every 10 years and the results published.”

“This most likely is the worst attempt at trying to get public comment I
have ever seen!”

“In addition to the responses from workshops, mailers, and comment
boxes, I believe you would get a better or more complete answer to your
concerns if you worked from a list of people who are permanent residents
of Mitkof Island and represented all phases of social and economic life. ”

“I still question your attempts to get public opinion. How many of 350
comments repeat comments from the same person? What’s wrong with [a
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voting process]? We do elect presidents by voting process who in-turn
appoints Secretaries such as person in charge of your Agency.”

We’re sorry if the public involvement didn’t work for some people. If you have
any ideas how we might improve our effort next time, please contact the
Petersburg Ranger District. This analysis would not have been possible without
your ideas.

We didn’t emphasize permanent residents because we wanted to hear from
everyone who uses or cares about Mitkof Island. It’s important that everyone
have equal opportunity to influence the process. Permanent residents had many
opportunities to tell us what they thought.

It’s possible that some of the 400+ comments were repeats horn the same
person. That didn’t bother us. We were more interested in the ideas than the
votes. We wanted as many ideas as possible. We also wanted to understand
different points of view. We proposed projects we thought would provide for a
balance of needs while still sustaining the ecosystem. Voting on every proposal
would not necessarily provide a balanced package, nor would it be likely to
consider ecosystem sustainability.
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All Terrain Vehicles

1994 Comments

“Keep firearm use and 3 and 4 wheelers out of places where fhrnilies are
using recreation sites. People would be happier and feel safer. However,
this would mean that areas would have to be patrolled more often and
fines issued as necessary.” “I would like to see some guidelines for snow
conditions suitable for snowmobiles and 4-wheelers to minimize damage

to muske~ areas. ” “Set ut) areas exclusively for off road vehicles.”
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We

1995 Comments

“A good location for ATV use would be at the end of Woodpecker, from
the junction of 6287, you could close the road and have the end open for
ATV use.”

recognize that some kinds of uses don’t mix as well as others. Multiple use
means providing a variety of uses, but not necessarily in the same locatioq or at
the same time. That’s why we are proposing specific roads to encourage ATV
use.

Ifneede~ the Petersburg Ranger District will develop an All Terrain Vehicle
(ATV) Plan to help reduce conflicts between users. The plan would consider
guidelines for the depth of snow required for winter use. It will also address
protection of muskeg, alpine, and other sensitive areas and suggest ATV trail
locations.

Banana Point

1994 Comments

“The Banana Point picnic and camping area on south Mitkof Island is
heatily used all summer. There exists no restroom facilities and the
fecal build-up is heavy, odious and completely unacceptable in a civilized
society. ” “I’dlike to have a recreational area like that at Banana Point
enlarged, improved so that people can take advantage of it; more access,
easier to launch a boat.”

The Forest Service and State of Alaska worked on a cooperative agreement to
refhrbish the Banana Point boat launch. New facilities were installed during
1994. The site now includes anew ramp, a breakwater, circle drive, parking,
and rest rooms. The City, State, and Forest Service are sharing maintenance of
this recreation site.
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Blind Slough

I1994 Comments

“I would like to see the picnic area at Blind Island renewed in some small way
to provide access and some facility for picnicking.

1995 Comments

My wife and I do not like the idea of a food concession and/or canoe rental at
Blind Slough. Anyone seeking an outdoor experience should be able to bring
everything with them from tow that they’ll need. A canoe rental would
encourage much more impact on the area and it’s wil~e that would be
undesirable!”

One individual has expressed interest in opening a food concession stand at Blind
Slough Picnic Area. The Petersburg Ranger District will consider this application.
We agree that we must be careful not to allow development in the Blind Slough and
Blind River Area that would harm wildlife.
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Cabins

1994 Comments

“We need a forest cabin that is easier to get to. There area lot of children
and physically challenged people who can’t make it to Raven’s Roost. ” “I
would like more cabins on Mitkof. If properly located they could be
multi-use for hunting, fishing, outdoor leisure and nature study. Many
families are not able to leave Mitkof Island to go to a wilderness cabin.
With Raven’s Roost accessible only by those who are physically fi$ or
daring to take a helicopter ride, this is something missed by many since
the removal of our National Forest cabin on Petersburg Creek.” “I’dlike
to see more recreation cabins. This would provide better access to those
unable to travel by sld% or plane. ” “Add two more cabins that are
accessible year round and are equipped to accommodate handicapped
users. If possible they should be located where a variety of recreation
opportunities are available, such as fishing, skiing, bird& wildlife
watching, hiking. “ “ I’d like recreation cabins on Blind Slough and the
Three Lakes are% accessible bv a short trail from the road.”

1995 Comments

“If additional road-accesed FS recreation cabin is desirable, building on
Blind Slough in Section 5 or South Blind Slough at the outlet of Sumner
Creek would provide a range of activities and site access. Both these sites
provide the opportunity for both summer and winter recreation and
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motorized and non-motorized recreation. ” “I like the cabin at Favor
Peak.”

“I do not believe any shelters or cabins should be built for exclusive use
to one group -or that any cabins built which could be easily vandalized.”

This is a particularly fi-ustrating topic because we have such a difficult time
keeping vandals away from any structures located within easy access. We
realize that only a small proportion of people behave this way, but
unfortunately, that’s all it takes to keep facilities unusable for the rest of us.
With limited fimds we need to carefidly examine new facilities and their yearly
maintenance costs before proceeding.

We proposed Snake Ridge Road and Favor Peak locations in the Preliminary
Design. In the Final Design we dropped the Favor Peak Cabin idea. While
Favor Peak would make a good site, we already have a cabin on Raven’s Roost
that people can reach by hiking. We didn’t recommend the South Blind Slough
suggestion because one cabin will already require beating the odds on
vandalism and funding.

Camping & Campgrounds

1994 Comments

“There should be more disperse~ single vehicle, camping pullouts
designed and mapped for use. “ “Please develop a second picnic or camp
area similar to Ohmer Creek in addition to enlarging the Ohmer Creek
Campground.” “Possibly build a more remote campground as well as one
closer to town that would be available to travelers from the ferry.”

1995 Comments

“A campground at Cabin Creek is fine with me, although I think most of
the appropriate sites are on state land.”
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Green’s Camp

1994 Comments

“Resurrect Greens logging campground! ! Rebuild the bridge so we can
access it! It was very popular for the people of Petersburg, and visitors, for
camping and picnics and other recreation. Is there anyway that the State
and the Forest Service could work together to rebuild the bridge?”
“Would like to see a cooperative project with the State to reestablish a
recreational area at Green’s Camp. “ “Develop road into Greens Camp. It’s
a beautiful area for camt)imz”

This campground is on State selected lands. The main culvert washed out,
eliminating vehicle access to the area. A large culvert or bridge is now needed
to restore vehicle access. The campsites also need to be restored.

In the past few years, design work has been initiated for a bridge. The State,
City, and Forest Service are discussing maintenance of the facilities. If an
individual or group is interested in opening Green’s camp, please contact the
Forest Service or the City of Petersburg. Funding maybe available through the
Forest Service Rural Development Program.

Hiking Trails
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1994 Comments

“More nature trails like Ohmer Creek.“ “I’dlove to see some more hiking
trails developed. “ “More boardwalk trails like Frederick loop trails that
tied in with campgrounds in old growth forest like at Ohmer, especially
for old folks.” “Maybe more trails and access to the saltwater on east
side. ”

“Maybe an alpine trail with a shelter.” “I’dlike an alpine trail; it would be
a great opportunity for access from existing roads. ” “Build a Snake Ridge
to Crystal Mountain trail for alpine hiking.” “How about a summit trail
somewhere between two roads for hiking and camping?”

“I’dlike to see mileage signs on the tra.ilheads.”

1995 Comments

“Trails are adequate for opetig areas for most ~eople].” “I like the idea
of a trail in the forest between Blind River Rapids and Blind Slough
Picnic area built to a similar standard as the Frederick Point Board Walk.
Short side trails would provide access to Blind Island and bird viewing.”
“I would like a gravel trail built up Crystal Mountain from the Snake
Ridge Road to about 2340’ elevation where you first break into the
subalpine with the good views to the mainland. From 2340’ to the summit
I would like a lower standard more mim.itive trail.”
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1994 Comments

“We need more picnic areas so they aren’t over-crowded and over-used.”
“Maintain the diversity of current uses and expand recreational activities
such as interpretive trails, picnic areas, and camping areas through-out the
island road system. “ “Please, no more picnic tables overlooking
clearcuts. ”

Raven’s Roost

1994 Comments

“I’ma regular user of Raven’s Roost. The views from there should be
protected, and again, protection means just that. Any more ‘mocl.iflcation’
to the landscape is unacceptable, be it 100-acre clea.rcuts or partial
removal in some form.”

An area next to Raven’s Roost cabin has been designated by Congress as
EnactedMunicipal Watershed. We don’t expect to see timber harvest in this
area except salvage at the request of the City. We propose changing the area
southeast of Raven’s Roost to Municipal Watershed. We expect to see little or
no timber harvest in this area either. The views from Raven’s Roost are
predominantly to the south and west. Much of this land is in State ownership.

Winter Recreation: Blind Slough and Raven’s Roost

1 For a review ofkfzmicipal WatershedLandUse Designationsee At-A-Glance in 4pendix B
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1994 Comments

“About 1980, Jeff Hughes and I held a public meeting to close Blind
Slough below the bridge to snowmobiles in order to protect wintering
swans. About 6 snowmobiles attended. All were supportive of the
closure, but also expressed the concern that the Blind Slough hatchery is as
far as the State plows the road and consequently it is an essential area for
them to park and offload thek machines. They wanted to be assured that
they would not be denied the right to off load and access areas on their
machines at the hatchery milepost. ”

“I’vewitnessed snowmobiles harassing the swans at Blind Slou~ whether
thev realized it or not.”

1995 Comments

“Closing Blind Slough and Raven’s Roost to ATVS and Snowmobile is a
good idea!” “Critical wintering areas for deer and moose should be put off
limits to snowmobiles. There have been many cases where these animals
have been chased by snowmobiles and that can deplete animals energy
reserves to the point of death in winter. ” “Blind Slough Drainage all has to
be closed to all motorized traflic - Raven’s Roost closed to all motorized
traffic. ” “If self-policing does not work then general closures must be
mandated.” “I support making Blind Slou~ a 3 Mile Skier Trail at Twin
Creeks, Raven’s Roos$ and FS portion of snow bowl off-limit to
snowmobiles and ATVS. All other areas should be open to snowrnobilers. ”
“No more noise and pollution in this area. WildMe and useless intrusion
don’t mix. Recreational snowmobiling should not be allowed.”

“Maybe open up Raven’s Roost but keep Blind Slough closed.” “Closing
Raven’s Roost to snowmobiles sounds fine, but this is the only area I
would close to them. ”

“Leave this area the way it is.” “I see no need for anymore restrictions.”
“No separation of user groups at Raven’s Roost. Mother Nature keeps
snowmobiles away horn Raven’s Roost except maybe once or twice a
winter anyway.” “I ski Blind Slough and have no problem at this time with
snowmobiles using the area.” “I think we should think very carefully
about imposing regulations!” “I’venever encountered a machine at Raven’s
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Don’t Limit Snowmobiling

1994 Comments

“We’vebeen snowmobiling off and on since we were kids. The last five
years we have gotten real serious about it. All five of us own our own
snowmobile, and we live for the weekends on the mountains. My husband
and I sometimes sneak off during the week to get back to nature. There’s
nothing like getting to the top of the mounts@ turning off your machine,
listening to the silence, and having lunch. You ought to try it! Our favorite
spots to snowmobile are Twin Creek Falls Creek, and 3 Lakes Road. We
park at the snow line and cruise off to where ever our adventure takes us.”
“Our family really enjoys snowrnobiling in the winter months November
through March. We go up Twin Creek Roadway. The four of us go out
with our fiends, about 20 or more machines, every weekend. “

“If it isn’t broke, don’t try to fix it! I own two snowmobiles and prefer to go
to less popular areas such as Point. Frederick Dry Strait and Woodpecker
Cove instead of the Twin Creek Cabin areas. I don’t like the idea of
restrictions and ‘gear conflicts’. “ “In our years of snowmobiling, we have
only ran into a few skiers in those areas. This year we’ve seen two skiers, a
lot of sledders, and zero hunters. We haven’t had a conflict with anyone
we’ve run into up on the mountain. “

1995 Comments

“I don’t see a big conflict between snowmobiles and skiers presently. Do
not do anything.” “I’mnot convinced the conflict exists! I often recreate on
the Raven’s Roost Trail in the winter (snowshoeing, skiing) and have never
encountered a snowmobile! “ “I ski and I find a lot of the snow-machine
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trails help me when I want to cover distances and I can always find areas
that snowmachines can’t go. I don’t believe you have to mandate usages.”
“Cross country skiing and snowmachines can coexist. There are many
areas that snowmachines cannot go because of physical impairments, yet
skiers would have no problem. ”

“It seems tome that there is not a problem between snowmachinist and
skier. Both can get along with each other. We do not need the Federal
Government telling us that we can’t do.” “There is more than enough area
for everyone. Please do not try to pit one group against another - this is
public land for everybody.”

“Create a staging area at Twin Creek for snowmobiles, separate from the
shelter, to minimize accidents, between sledder and snowmobiles, but don’t
limit access to snowmobiles, this has been long-used by them as a
recreation area. I’drather see them at Twin Creeks than in town or at the
Slowzh.” ..

Cross-country Skiers Need Their Own Area

1994 Comments

“There are currently too many conflicts with snowmobiles and skiers.
The snowmobiles just don’t seem to understand that others would like to
enjoy the peace and serenity of these areas without the noise and fnmes. ”
“I would like one area selected for cross-country skiing where
snowmobiling and ATVS aren’t allowed. I haven’t been to Twin Creek the
last two years because it isn’t worth the effort required to arrive at an area
with no hillside left without the snow chewed up, nor is it worth setting a
ski trail only to have it run over.“ “There should be an area set up which is
off limits to motorized machines, just for peace and quiet.” “Snowmobiles
and cross-country skiers must have separate areas. The Twin Creek Are%
Raven’s Roos$ and all of Blind Slough should be reserved for
non-motorized use. ”

“Designate a low level cross-country ski lane close to town for all age
skiers, for recreation and possible competitions. Make Twin Creek ski
trails accessible to skiers in the winter.”
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1995 Comments

“Snowmobiles can and do use any and all parts of Mitkof without access
roads. Snowmobiles are an irritation to skiers and an assault on the
environment however there is nothing practical that the Forest Service can
do to change that situation at this time.”

“At ma.ximnq set one area aside for skiers. I don’t think it should be the
Twin Creek Are%just because skiers can’t always reach the snow while
snowmobiles can for the majority of the winter. ” “Sometimes I ski where
snowmobiles go and it’s fine. But I’d like one place where I could avoid
the noise, the tracks, and inhaling deep lungs-full of gas-oil exhaust.” “I am
a skier, I prefer to ski in an area not over-run by snowrnachines, but I am
tolerant and do not want to deny others their source of recreation. We need
a cross-country area more accessible and not as attractive to snowrnobilers.
I don’t feel the need at this time to regulate at Twin Creek.”

Coordinate with State and City to build an access road into North-end snow
bowl and provide for skiing-only. Cross county skiers and snowmobiles do
not mi~ keep them separate. ”

“The Twin Creek kea is supposed to be a ski area now!” “I think
boundaries should be drawn with skiing areas only.” “Frequently, I prefer
skiing without the sound and smells of snowmobiles cruising by. It is
totally different and much quieter experience then skiing near
snowmobiles.”

“No need for unnecessary noise and pollution caused by snowmobiles.
There are plenty of Forest Service Roads already available.”

“Get snowmobiles off of highway at start of Twin Creek Road - provide
parking for them.”

Skiers feel the conflict with snowrnobiling more than the other way around. As a
result we think it’s important that skiers have some place to go where they can fmd
the experience they want.

Blind Slough is closed to snowmobiles due to wildlife concerns not recreation
conflicts.

By law the Forest Service cannot use road maintenance fi.mdsto plow snow
from roads for residential, timber, or recreation use. We’d like to see proposals
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horn groups or individuals that would like to plow snow from forest roads.
This might allow access to parking in rock pits on the Twin Creek Roa~ which
would alleviate current parking problems on the Mitkof Highway.

We’d like to see a cross-country ski area near town but have not heard any
specific proposals. We would be happy to work with a ski club or Petersburg
Parks and Recreation to develop plans for setting and maintaining a ski trail in
that area.

Whter Shelter

1994 Comments

“We’re very interested in helping finance and construct a shelter up around
the Twin Creek area for snowmobiles and skiers.”

1995 Comments

“I feel there is a need for another shelter for everyone at the upper level of
Twin Creek Trail. I strongly oppose changing this are to one user group or
another. ” “I’dlike to see a new Frenchy/Twin Shelter and snowmobile trail.
Yes, definitely good idea and great location and view.”

“Do not include any Forest Service funds for an exclusive snow machine
shelter on Frenchy Creek. ” “I’mopposed to construction of any special
interest cabin. I’m opposed to building the proposed Frenchy/Twin shelter
and I think snowmobiles should pay 100°/0of cost. The Forest Sefice
shouldn’t put money into a snowmobile facility for the public, the
maintenance cost too high. ” “I do not believe any shelters or cabins should
be built for exclusive use to one group -or that any cabins built which
could be easily vandalized.”

We’ve begun project analysis to establish another shelter, for winter recreation in
general, in the Frenchy/Twin muskegs south of the Twin Creek shelter.
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Trails

1995 Comments

Twin Creek Cross-Country Ski Trail: “Sign and provide bridges for a
three- mile or so cross-country skier-only trail through the muskeg and
woods in Twin Creek Area. This would only close a small corridor to
snowmobilers, not the entire area. It would allow maintenance of a
groomed ski track during desirable snow conditions. The objective of this
trail is to provide cross-country skiing at 1000’to 1200’elevation with
gentle, rolling terrain and easy to more difficult skiing. This complements
skiing opportunities around town and at Blind Slough which are O’to 500’
elevation with easy access and generally easy terrain, and Raven’s Roost
arid the Snow Bowl which are rugged access (or costly) and more difficult
skiing at 1500’to 2500’ elevation. ”

Twin/Pan Creek Ski and Snowmobile Trail: Build and sign a loop
snowmobile/ski trail (not necessarily a road) ftom Twin Creek Road over
into Pan Creek Drainage to encourage more dispersal of uses. ” “Build a
Twin Creek/Pan Creek loop trail (possibly road) for snowmobiling and
skiing. Although I like this ide~ based on initial look at terrain and
vegetation, costs and resource impacts are too high. Other options are
better. This option should be included in any timber sale planned in this
area.” “I would like to see a loop built from Twin Creek Road to Pan Creek
Drainage. But see no reason to restrict snowmobiling or skiing.” “A road
to Pan would make a nice loop!”

Snow Bowl Ski Trail: “Coordinate with the state and city to build an
access or skier trail into the north-end of Snow Bowl for skiing and
snowboarding only. ”

No Roads: “I do not want a road to Frenchy Creek!” “I think it’s a waste of
time and monev to build a trail or road. ”
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Winter Recreation: Downhill Skiing

1994 Comments

I“Consider using the upper part of the Cabin Creek drainage for a possible
downhill ski area. “ “Build a ski hill at the headwaters of Cabin Creek.” I

The Forest Service will consider special-use permit proposals for downhill ski
development on National Forest lands. If someone proposes the Cabin Creek
drainage as a downhill ski area they would have to comply with city standards
for a Municipal WatemhecP.

2 For a review ofkfunicipal Watershed Land Use Designationsee At-A-Glance in Appendix B.
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Road Management (Map 5)

More Roads

1994 Comments

‘More roads should be constructed and the existing roads should be
maintained better. We need more roaded opportunities and less unroaded
naccessible areas. We need more roaded access for firewood cutting,
Eree-usetimber cutting, sport fishing, hunting and skiing.” “More roads
with access for driving, hunting, & fishing. ” “More roads would provide
nore access to the island, which would disperse users better. Of course,
he increase in roads would cost taxpayers more to maintain.” “We need
more roads. ” “Commercial logging builds roads which give access to
subsistence wood gatherers. In a practical sense without roads there is
almost no subsistence wood gathering.”

Loop Roads

“I’dlike more road access to start out one place and travel a loop route
without hawing to do a complete backtrack to get back to town. The
current loop road as it is now is excellent. We need more opportunities
this.” “Build the Frederick Road connect to tom no other loops.”
“Change the road system so roads lead somewhere besides a dead-end.”
“Build a road all the way around the island. Build a road connecting ilom
Woodpecker to the fish hatchery.” “Develop a road from the Woodpecker
Road around to the fish hatchery so you don’t have to drive one way, then
turn around and backtrack. “ “Build a road all the way around the island.”
“I would like to see a road all the way around the island. I’d also like to set

3 For a review ofkfunicipal Watershed Land Use Designationsee At-A-Glance in AppendixB.
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a road and bridge connecting Petersburg& Mitkof Island with Wrangell &
Wrangel.1Island.” “Connect D~ Strait Road to Mitkof Highway” “I’dlike a
to see a Frederick Point loop road. ”

We did not recommend a loop road between the Dry Strait Road and the end of
Mitkof Highway. This area is important for wildMe species that migrate born the
Stikine River onto Mitkof Island and islands farther west. This area is
recommended for the Dry Strait Habitat Conservation Area (HCA).4 We also
think the area should remain less developed to provide a less developed
recreational experience.

We also did not recommend a loop road between the end of the Woodpecker
Road and Mitkof Highway. The Blind Slough area is crucial for wildlife habitat.
Blind Slough has been recommended as a Special Interest Area for scenic and
ecological values, in the 1992 Forest Plan Revision effort. In additio~ we
recommend the Blind-Crystal HCA (Map 14), for protection of species
associated with old-growth habitat.

No More Roads

1994 Comments

“No more logging roads; we have enough roads already on Mitkof Islan~
133 miles of forest roads plus 35 miles of State Highway.” “Tongass timber
harvest is a ‘giveaway’ and doesn’t pay for roads. The taxpayer does! To the
tune of $64 million in 1992!” “I believe there has already been too much
logging and reading, and no more should be considered.” “I do not want to
see a road all the way around the island. “ “Allow more roads to go back to
seed. This would keep a balance between new built roads. We are nearly
saturated now. “ “No chan~e. Manaze what we’ve alreadv got.”

1995 Comments

“With 133 miles of road on Mitkof Island we do not support construction of
anymore roads on the island. There is currently enough roaded recreation
on tie island. Emphasis should be placed on non-roaded recreation. ”
“Don’t build any more roads on Mitkof Island.” “Maintain what we have
and make no more. Muble use. “ “No new road construction needed.”

4
For a review of HCAs andtravel wrridorsturnto Vile Wildlife Populationsiu Chapter2.
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We plan to keep some roads open for recreatio~ subsistence use, and
administration. While it would be cheaper to let them close, we consider their
maintenance part of our multiple use mandate.

We recommend building the TwM?u Twin/Frenchy, and Snow Bowl access
roads because they are consistent with the theme of providing more developed
recreation closer to town. These roads are most likely to be constructed if they
are associated with timber sales. We propose construction of roads required for
timber harvest because timber harvest is part of a diverse and strong economy in
southeast Alaska. It’s also consistent with the Forest Service’ multiple use
mandate.

We plan to allow most new timber roads to close naturally. Exceptions include
Twidl%uq Twin/Frenchy, and the Snow Bowl access road. Other new timber
roads may be maintained in the fiture for specific access reasons, but we
recommend maintaining them only if we are willing to commit to future
maintenance funding. We don’t expect the miles of maintained road on Mitkof to
change considerably because some roads will be closed as others are built. In
some cases, we may want to trade the maintenance from an old road to a new
one and let the old one close naturally.

Table 2-1 shows the current Mitkof Island road density.

Table 2-1. Road Densities

Total

FS Open Road Miles 94.9
Non-FS Road Miles 29.5

Total Miles 124.4
Total Square Miles (Area) 202.6

Road Density * 0.61

* Road Density is measured as miles of road per square mile of land (road
miles/square mile).
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Road Maintenance

Maintain These Roads

I1994 Comments

“There are safety problems on existing roads such as turnouts not being
inter-visible [each pullout visible from the next]. Road standards change
suddenly without warning, and sight and safety distances are less than
desired. These should be corrected for existing roads and potential
recreation. ” “I’venearly had a dozen or more head-ens with other vehicles
on your logging roads. It’s a wonder no one has sued you guys yet for
constructing roads to such low standards in the first place. You ought to
maintain those roads before you even think about building new ones. ”

“Stop maintaining logging roads that don’t go to recreation sites.” “Leave
all roads open for firewood access.” “We should do a better job of
maintenance of existing roads and recreation areas. ” “Make the island
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more accessible during the winter by opening up the main roads in the
winter, including Three Lakes Loop Roa~ Mitkof Highway, and part of the
Woodpecker Road. That would decrease the concentrations of users in
currently used areas and may reduce friction between snowmobiles and
cross-country skiers. ”

All Forest Service Roads were initially constructed for timber harvest. After
constructio~ some became popular for recreation use. High clearance roads are
not designed for passenger car traflic and should be driven cautiously at lower
speeds.

We don’t currently have funding to maintain all the roads on Mitkof Island.
Some of the roads are no longer passable. Funding for road maintenance
changes yearly. This funding determines the level of maintenance possible based
on current needs. For this reason road maintenance will be based on a prioritized
list using public comments and resource concerns.

By law the Forest Service cannot use road development or maintenance fimding
to plow roads for residential, or timber, or recreation use. We’d like to see
proposals horn groups or individuals that would like to plow to specific winter
recreation areas.

1995 Comments

Three Lakes Loop, Woodpecker, Dry Strait, Twin Creek, Cabin
(Frederick)

“Maintain all mainstem: Three Lakes, Woodpecker, Ideal Cove [Dry
strait]. “ “Three Lakes, Woodpecker, Dry Stmi~ Cabin Road (6204): These
are all main roads that see a lot of use and we need to have a constant
steady maintenance program for them instead of waiting for them to get into
horrible shape and then trying to fix them.” “6245 (Woodpecker) to
@nction of 6287. 6235 (Three Lakes Loop) access to lakes and viewpoints.
6241 (Dry Strait) to Cosmos Creek.” “Woodpecker Road: Close during
hunting season if there is a hunting season.” “Twin Creek, Three Lakes
Loop, Woodpecker: maintain all main roads and forest side roads. Would
give good access to the general area. “ “Woodpecker Road, Three Lakes
Loop, Dry Strait Cabin Creek: Keep well maintained, picnic tables,
connect loops. “ “Three Lakes Loop Road - maintain if funds available
otherwise close it down and pull the culverts. ” “Three Lakes Loop maintain
in present condition. Other roads as necessary for timber harvest and
firewood.”
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“6235 (Three Lakes Loop Road): Keep graded - many tourists drive the
Loop and fish at the lakes. It is one of the most used roads on the Island.”
“Twin Creek Keep open to vehicles, access to unique area. “ “Three Lakes
Loop: Provides nice “loop” drive. Cabin Creek would provide another
“loop” drive. As many others as provide for fuewoo~ tirriber harvest and
hunting.” “Three Lakes Loop provides access to most of the Island to
public. Woodpecker Cove accesses the rest of the Island. All other
maintain only as many as needed and no maintenance in winter. ”

Snake Ridge

“I would close all roads except for the Mitkof Highway, Dry Strai$
Woodpecker, Snake Ridge, Three Lakes Loop, Twin Cree~ and Frederick
roads. ” “Woodpecker Cove Road (all), Frederick Sound Road SysteW Dry
Strait Roa~ and Snake Ridge Roads: Keep alder trees cutback when
needed.” “Three Lakes Loop Road maintain. Snake Ridge Road maintain -
spectacular views of Sumner Strait. ”

Froot Loop

“Froot Loops Road. Maintain for trail, recreation purposes.” “Maintain as
roads: 6204 (Cabin/Frederick) 6209 (Twin Creek), 6205 (pan Creek), 6235
(Three Lakes Loop), 40000 (Froot Loops), 6241 (Dry Strait), 40006 (Snake
Ridge), 6245 (Woodpecker), State Highway 937 (coordinate with State).”

Frenchy Creek

“Maintain roads to areas presently used for recreation i.e. Twin Creek and
Frenchy Creek.” “Close (i.e. gate or pull structures) all roads except the
following mainlines: Frenchy Creek Three Lakes, Froot Loops, Dry Strait
and Woodpecker. These roads should be maintained the rest should be
closed. ”

Some of these roads are currently maintained to passenger car standards and
while some segments need reconstruction to bring them up to this standard.
Reconstruction will depend on funding.
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Converting Trails to Roads

1995 Comments

“Maintain as trails (or allow user-maintenance of road beds as trails):
6281 (East Sumner Mountain), 40006 (Snake Ridge) and 6246 (West Fork
Ohrner Creek) (if not maintained as roads), 40227 (Knee), 6208
(Frenchy), and spur through Sec. 32 to 1700 foot contour, 6206,6205
(Pan Creek), 6221 (Mink), 6222 (Ermine).”

Access For Firewood
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1995 Comments

“Please consider not water barring new logging roads - immediately after
logging. Leave open for awhile if possible for recreation and personal use
fuewoo~ etc.” “...(maintain) other roads as necessary for timber harvest
and fiewood.”

All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) Road Use

1995 Comments

A good location for ATV use would be at the end of Woodpecker. From
the junction of 6287 you could close the road and have the end open for
ATV use.

We agreed with this ide~ however, we felt the amount of traffic does not warrant
closure. With proper signs, the roads could be used safely by all. The areas are
far horn town and less travelled than many roads on the island.

Woodpecker Road Use During Hunting Season

1995 Comments

“Woodpecker Road: Close during hunting season if there is a hunting
season. ” “Woodpecker Road -- close during hunting season. ”

We do not propose closing the road during hunting season. The hunting season
is one of the most popular periods of use for the Woodpecker Road.
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1994 Comments

“We have spectacular views of the surrounding islands and the Mainland.”
“I like to shoot video and photographs.” “It’sokay to have some
development, but we ought to preserve the natural beauty.” “I love the
beauty of the scenery. I was born and raised here and still never tire of the
natural beautv.”

Viewing Areas

Blind Slough

Mitkof Highway

Alternative P (1992) identifies Mitkof Highway as a visually sensitive travel
route. This means that during project planning, special consideration for views
will be made.

A large portion of the land area along Mitkof Highway is within State and
private ownership. The future appearance of these landscapes are not subject to
the proposals of the Mitkof Landscape Design.

5
For a review of Special InterestArea andRecreation River Land Use Designationssee At-A-Glsnce in Appendix A
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Raven’s Roost Cabin

An area next to Raven’s Roost cabin has been designated by Congress as Enacted
●

Municipal Watershed.6 We don’t expect to see tiber harvest in this area except
salvage at the request of City. We propose changing the area southeast of
Raven’s Roost to Municipal Watershed. We expect to see little or no timber
harvest in this area either. The views from Raven’s Roost are predominantly to
the south and west. Much of this land is in State ownership.

Three Lakes Loop Road

We recognize the high level of concern for scenery along the Three Lakes Loop
Road. Alternative P (1992) proposes that the entire Three Lakes Loop Road
corridor be designated Mod@ed Landscape, 8reqyiring sensitivity to views.

The Falls Creek end of the Three Lakes Loop Road has been selected for
ownership by the State of Alaska.

Twin Creek Road

The Land Use Designation for Twin Creek Roa~ [Alternative P (1992) Scenic
Views/ze&] allows timber harvest with special attention provided for scenery.
Emphasis would be on selection cutting, smaller clearcuts, longer time between
timber sales, and less disturbance in areas within a quarter of a mile of the
viewer. We propose extending the Twin Creek Road through the Pan Creek
drainage to make a loop road.

6 For a review ofEnactedA4unicipal Watershed audMuniczpal Watershed LandUse Designationssee &-A-GIenee in
~ AppendixAandB.
~ For a review of HCAs tom to Chapter2, Vleble Wildlife Populations.

For a review ofModi$edLandscape, TimberManagement, andSemi-PrimitiveRecreation Land Use Des&nationssee &-A-

9 Glance in Appenti-A
For a review of Scenic i%wshed, Deer U6nterHabitat, and TimberManagement LandUse Deeigwtions see M-A-Glance io
AppelldiXA and B.
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Woodpecker Road

Wrangell Narrows

Alternative P (1992) recommends that the areas visible born WrangeIl Narrows
be designated Scenic Viewshed13. This designation allows timber harvest with
special emphasis given to scenic concerns. This emphasis recommends selection
cutting, smaller clearcuts, longer tie between timber sales, and less disturbance
in areas within one quarter of a mile of the viewer.

Creating and Maintaining Views

10 For a review of Scenic J’?ewshedLand Use Designationsee At-A-Glance in AppendixA.11
For a review of HCA @m to Chapter2, Viable Wildlife Populations.

12 For a review ofDeer WinterHubitut Land Use Designationsee At-A-Glance in AppendiX B.
13 For a review of Scenic J’?ewshedLand Use Designationsee At-A-Glance in AppendixA
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1994 Comments

“The great views would open up with clearcutting.” “Develop more scenic
vistas higher on the hills.” “Maintain road at Woodpecker and put in picnic
tables. ” In future, “campground and picnic area at Woodpecker Cove. ”
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Silviculture

Reasons for Timber Harvest

There are many reasons for harvesting timber including:

●

●

●

●

producing timber,
providing moose browse,
creating openings for scenic vistas, and
removing hazard trees in campgrounds.

Clearcutting

1994 comments
\

“Limit clearcutting where visitors view them. [Otherwise] I favor
clearcutting as the prefened harvest method. I think the Forest Service has
done a good job on Mitkof.” “I’dlike to see clear-cutting continue so berries
will continue to be available for gathering.”

1995 comments

“Because timber harvest clearcutting in particular, is so closely tied to
reduced habitat capability for deer we recommend no more clearcutting on
Mitkof Island.” “Clearcutting to enhance berry-picking. In some ways, I
don’t think I should have to point out how ludicrous this is, but I suppose I
should for the survey - It’s ludicrous. ”

Clearcutting is used in areas when:

● timber production is the main objective,
● blowdown is likely,
● natural reproduction of tree species is difficul$ such as with Alaska

yellow-cedar on some sites,
● emphasis is placed on certain tree species, uniform tree spacing, or other

site management such as control of dwarf mistletoe,
● potential damage to remtig trees is unacceptable,
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● there is some value to sunshine reaching the understory, for example to
enhance moose forage,

● we intend to rehabilitate lands effected by forest insects or disease
infestatio~

● it is part of research desi~ and
● providing for utility lines, road corridors, recreation facilities or similar

development.

Alternative Silviculture Systems

Inorder to meet a wide variety of objectives, we will consider alternatives to
clearcutting:

● individual tree selection where single trees are removed in a harvest
are% and

● group selection where small groups of trees (two acres or less) are
removed.

Advantages to selection cutting include:

● maintaining canopy cover for deer winter range,
● creating and maintaining structure and species diversi~,
● protecting aesthetic values.

Disadvantages include:

● high logging costs,
● damage to residual trees,
● limiting contracts to larger, more-experienced operators,
● difficulty tracking treatments,
● poor regeneration for some trees requiring bare soil for germination and
● poor growth for shade-intolerant trees.

I1994 comments

“Harvest with small clearcuts and selective cutting.” “Slow down the level
of clearcuts. I know this would result in a loss of jobs, and I don’t like it
but ...” “Mitkof timber harvest should be small-scale, selective cutting with
little or no more roads built. “ “Selective cut. Take out messy trees, not just
because it’s easy to get to (don’t build a new road to do it).” “Selective
harvest -- not ~gh-~ading -- sophisticated thning.”
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1995 comments

“...support only single tree selection in stands of low value to deer and only
to the extent that deer habitat ca~ability will not be reduced.”

Ecological Research on Alternatives to Clearcutting

Mli :of Locations

1995 Comments

West Falls Creek & Frenchy Creek Area

“West Falls and Frenchy: Generally, future timber harvest should be
concentrated on the north end of the island.” “... because it’s closer to
town.” “... easy access and good public visibility.” “... it’s close to
Petersburg.” “... it’s close to town and the area receives a lot of traffic.
High visibility.” “... If you want people to see the results put it in the most
traveled area. I believe that would be the Three Lakes Loop. Beside the 40
acre clearcuts are already there. ” “... while recreating we can observe for
ourselves on a seasonal and yearly basis the effects of each treatment. If
the studies are out-the-roa~ I will rarely get there.” “... this allows the
highest visibility to the public.”

“I would not support the West Falls and Frenchy area for visual reasons!”

14
Aspect is the directiona hillsidefiwes.
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Canyon Creek and Overlook Area

“Canyon Creek and Overlook area or Dry Strait Area.”

Dry Strait Area

“I like area the Dry Strait area. Do you plan on using the research to study
moose? I would like to see the USFS implement the early harvest of second
growth for moose.” “Canyon Creek and Overlook area or Dry Strait Area.”
“Dry Strait area: Less effect on resources and values.”

Sumner Creek Area

“I would not support the Sumner Creek area because of deer winter range. ”

Frenchy Creek and Pan Creek Area

“I prefer Pan Creek and Frenchy Creek areas for a location for the research.
I would like tie roads constructed to provide loops for skiing,
snowmobiling, 4-wheeling, mountain biking, and car driving close to to-
and connecting Tw@ P- and Frenchy Roads.”

Anywhere on Mltkof Island

“I would like to see the research done here on the island but have no
preference as to the area. “ “The area does not matter to me as long as we do
it some place. “ “All are good. I also recommend dropping the finger of
Blind-Crystal HCA and considering the area on the South entrance of
Three-Lakes Loop Road.” “No preference ... for this project to be
meaningfid, why not have broad range of cutting options visible to public?
You may also wish to select a public oversight team that could provide
reaction documentation over time. “ “With regard to the logging researc& if
it is located on Mitkof, I would like to see it outside the high and highest
DWR and developed using non-helicopter methods so the local loggers can
compete for the bidding. There should be a road to the site so people can
walk through the stands and see the results first-hand.”

Not On Mitkof Island

“Why do this study on Mitkof? Prince of Wales has a road system. Ku.iu
has a road system, just to name a few. “ “Research it somewhere else. ” “I
prefer none. Locate on someone else’s Island.” “Avoid Mitkof for clearcut
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study.” “No research on alternatives to clearcutting on Mitkof Island. No
one asked for this - but they did ask for an end to clearcutting.” “We do not
support the rational that Mitkof Island should be the target of this research
because “many people could drive to the site to view the results.”

Don’t Do The Research At All

“Research not necessary. “ “I prefer none of the above. I don’t feel there is
a need to put forth more government spending. Clearcutting does the least
darnage has a better reforestation percentage and is the best habitat for deer
to reach foliage and stay safe - just try walking through a clearcut!” “None -
manage as you would the other forests produce maximum timber. ” “Honey,
get the kids, let’s go see the clearcut alternative before it grows back. Are
you serious? I don’t prefer any of these.”

“Clearcut alternatives have been widely researched already. Any
alternative is better than clearcuts. It’s nast time for a charwe.”

There has been limited use of alternatives to clearcutting in Alaska. The social,
logistic, and economic effects from alternative silviculture systems are not well
known, nor are the long term effects on the ecosystem. In response to these
concerns, the Forest Service is conducting a research study. We identified
potential sites on Mitkof Island (Map 10) and in the Missionary Valley area on
Kupreanof Island. Only one site will be selected. In addition to new harvest
units, existing clearcuts and partial harvests will be studied.

Conduct on Sites Already Harvested

1995 Comments

“Conduct research on clearcuts and partial cutting in proposed timber
sales and existing partial cuts from years ago.” “... If you want to study
clearcuts there are plenty of them out there already.” “We also suggest
that if research of this type be conducte~ that much of it can be done in
stand of timber that were previously harvested using selective methods.
Numerous stands already exist where logging was conducted by
individuals and small scaled timber operations, and the data that could be
gathered could prove invaluable. “ “No more clearcuts necessary in order
to study them. There is plenty of them available and it is time to
inmlement them. ”
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Units must be harvested with similar equipment at the same time for valid
comptison. It is also easier to do a comparison when units are side-by-side on
similar sites to reduce error. In addition to new harvest units, existing clearcuts
and partial harvests will be studied.

Conduct As Part of Sales Already Planned

1995 Comments

“Conduct this research within tie scope of sales already planned. No new
areas should be logged simply for research. Alternatives are a great idea
~o~@!” “I doubt that you will find out anything new with a partial cut
but if you want some to study you could do them in the context of a
regularly planned sale.” “If you’re going to cut 360 acres, why don’t you
have a timber company donate the land for research out of a sale. The
Forest Service and the public should get at least some benefit born
“giving” timber companies our trees.” “Research on alternatives to
clearcutting should be conducted in currently proposed timber sales.” “It
appears to us that this proposal is actually a timber sale disguised as
research m-oiect.”

We looked at planned sales but due to logistics, research needs, and other
economic factors, those areas were not feasible. The volume on this research
study will be advertised and sold as part of the timber sale program. We propose
these areas for timber harvest even if the research does not occur.

Time Frame for Results

1995 Comments

“How long will it take to determine the results of the project and make
recommendations?”

Some social, economic, and logistical questions will be answered within a few
years of harvest. Other questions will take longer.
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Use Ground-Based Yarding Systems

1995 Comments

“Let’stry to do some harvest research in all these areas. We can do these
partial harvests and clear cuts with equipment on the ground instead of
bringing in expensive helicopters. “ “Research study needs to use ground
system not helicopter. What is the point of doing research on individual
tree selection if it can’t be widely and economically used.” “With regard
to the logging research if it is located on M.itkof, I would like to see it
outside the high and highest value deer winter range and developed using
non-helicopter methods so the local loggers can compete for the bidding. ”
“The research project sounds good with the exception of the helicopter
logging requirement.”

For a research study to be valid all units must be harvested using the same
method. Helicopter logging is the only method by which this can be
accomplished.
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Soils, Water, and Fish

soils

Soil Erosion

When soils are expose~ gravity, precipitatio~ or running water can cause
erosio~ particularly on steep slopes. Two major types of soil erosion occur on
M&of Islan~ surface erosion and landslides. Each of these has the potential to
effect water quality, fish habita$ and nutrients available for plant growth.

Most soils on Mitkof Island are resistant to surface erosion because they are
protected by an organic layer interwoven with roots and covered by vegetation.
Timber harvest and road construction have the greatest l&elihood of increasing
the erosion rate by exposing soils.

Landslides are the dominant process of natural erosion in Southeast Alaska and
occur during or immediately after periods of heavy rainfall when soils are
saturated. Steep slopes are naturally unstible and when disturbed by blasting,
road constructing, side casting of excavated material, or logging practices,
landslides may occur.

Unstable Soils

We did not include areas with unstable soils in estimating the levels of hmest.
Unstable soils were mapped and inventoried using aerial photographs with some
field verification. We recognize that not all the areas were mapped correctly due
to the immense task of ground veri@ng large expanses of land. We will refine

e
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o our inventory of high-hazard soils during project-level analysis, which may add
to or decrease the land base eligible for timber harvest.

Water Quality

Watershed Sensitivity

We used the Stikine hea Watershed Sensitivity Model to look at how sensitive
the land is to disturbance, such as timber harvest and road construction. The
model uses soil and stream characteristics of each watershed to describe land
sensitivity. Sensitivity class may be low, moderate, high, or extreme. Ne~ the
value of the watershed is rated for anadromous fish and human water supply.

o

This is referred to as the user class. The values for fish habitat are based on
ratings from the Alaska Department of Fish and Game and range from very low
to high. If the watershed use includes drinking water, it is assigned a high user
class.

Sensitivity to Disturbance: The results show that most of the island is in the
low-to-moderate range for sensitivity to disturbance. Of the major named
watersheds, only Sumner Creek fell into the high-sensitivity category.

User Class: Four watersheds were rated high for use: Blind Slough and Falls
Creek for anadromous fish and Cabin Creek and Reservoir Creek for human
water supply. None of the watersheds are close to the threshold of concern
suggested by the model (Table D-2, in Appendix C). The analysis indicates that
cumulative watershed concerns are not a limiting factor on Mitkof Island at this
time.

Municipal Watershed

1995 Comments

“We are pleased with the Design’s treatment for the City of Petersburg’s
existing and future municipal watersheds- We specifically support the I
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proposed new Municipal Watershed land use designation. Our sole
concern is that the management prescriptions for fire suppression and pest
management associated with both watershed designations allow for the
possibility that chemicals could be used for these purposes. We
recognize, as a practical matter, it is unlikely that the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Forest Service would apply potentially harmfid chemicals in
the watersheds. To remove all doubt however, we suggest that the Design
specifically preclude the use of chemicals for fire suppression or pest
management in the watersheds. ”

“Until the City of Petersburg actually develops the congressionally
designated “Municipal Watershed’, the areas shotid retain its current
“timber emphasis” designation and be available for harvest. ”

The Forest Service and the City of Petersburg share a common management
goal in the Cabin Creek and the City Creek: to protect the quality and quantity
of Petersburg’s existing and future water supply. The Forest Service has
demonstrated this commitment by

● past managemen$ in cooperation with the City of Petersburg, of federal
lands within the City Creek watershed;

● the language included in the proposed revision to the Tongass Land
Management Plan protecting municipal watershed values; and

“ proposing the cument Cabin Creek watershed land allocation change
fi-om Timber Emphasis to Municipal Watershed~5.

These actions demonstrate the Forest Service’s goal of meeting the State of
Alaska’s Water Quality Standards for potable use within municipal watersheds.
The use of chemicals for fire and pest suppression is contrary to management
direction within these watersheds: We will not prescribe chemicals that will
effect water quality within these watersheds.

It would be inconsistent to allow timber harvest and road construction that
might influence the water quality for human use in the interim.

The State of Alaska has selected the reservoir site and the City of Petersburg
could choose to harvest timber that would be flooded by the reservoir. Salvage

15 For a review of Timber Emphasis andkfunicipal Watershed LandUse Designationssee /r-A-Glance iu 4pendix
A and B.
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logging in the rest of the watershed would be considered only at the request of
the City.

Additional Potable Water Supplies

Water quality in smaller watersheds used for human water supply will be
addressed at the project level.

Fish Habitat

I1994 Comments

“We need logging... also, save trees where deer need habitat in heavy
winters. I’d also like to see 1/4 mile buffers along major sahnon & trout
streams. ” “Include PacFish buffers. “ “I think there should be stream
buffers that are big enough they won’t blow down.” “The current buffer
strip requirements don’t address the habitat needs of fish spawning in
smaller streams. “ “We should have buffer strips along all streams, a
minimumof 1000 feet. ”

I1995 Comments

“... very disappointed that the PACFISH Strategy was not incorporated
into the Analysis. It appears this is apolitical decision despite numerous
requests fi-omthe public. “ “The Analysis ftied to take a “hard look” at
the PACFISH strategy, the best available scientific data relating to salmon
habitat protection. Although the 1994 Interior Appropriations Bill
exempts Alaska from applying PACFISHS interim standards in 1994, the
Forest Service still has a duty under NEPA to disclose and analyze these
interim standards in comparison to current riparian management
standards. “

“PACFISH is not appropriate for Southeast Alaska where most areas
average well over 80 inches of precipitation per year, even in dry years.
Most of Southeast Alaska has short rivers with cool water and steep
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gradients, except on the valley floors. In additio~ no EA/EIS has been
prepared to discuss the implications of the strategy in Alaska. If the
~Forest Service is interested in fish habitat and resource management they
would be better off allowing some harvest in the Tongass Timber Reform
Act 100’buffer zones in order to remove high value timber that can be
removed without impacting the stream or buf%er,and providing fish
access/passage to areas that currently contain good habitat but no fish due
to natural blockages. “ “Developing a more flexible policy than the TTRA
mandated 100’buffer zone on Class I and Class II streams flowing into
~Class I streams is a great ide~ but TTRA must be modified before you can
Iproceed with research on smaller buffer zones and selective harvest of
high value trees within the buffer zone.”

Our goal is to maintain and restore aquatic habitat so the diversity and
production of fish and other aquatic life is not diminished. The Anadromous
Fisheries Habitat Assessment for the Tongass National Forest is currently
under review by the Department of Agriculture and the Tongass Land
Management Plan team. The Tongass Land Management Plan is being revised
and Forest-wide changes in fish habitat management are expected.

Streamside Buffers

We have identified two dMerent possibilities for stream buiYersthat may apply
in the future depending on the results of the Forest Plan Revision

Current Mitkof Island Strategy: This strategy includes Tongass Timber
Reform Act requirements and additional guidelines for managing aquatic
habitat. Tongass Timber Reform Act requirements include a minimum
100 feet buffer on either side of all Class I and Class II streamslb with the
exception of Class II’s that flow directly into the ocean. No commercial
timber harvest is allowed in these buffers. Buffers are extended beyond
100 feet on a site-specific basis to include unstable soil, maintain stream
bank and flood plain integrity, and maintain water quality and large woody
debris sources.

PacFish Strategy: The second approach applies to the Pacific Northwest
but not Alaska. In 1994, Congress directed the Forest Service to review

16 Cless Istreamsare streauwthathave
o anadromous@
o =&&not goto=btiketi~=md *~to~a~
0 streams with residentfish populationsthatarehigh quality,such astrophy sizetrout str- and
o habitatupstreamftomiish barrierswithreasonableenhancementopportunitiesfor snadromousfkh-

Class II steamshave residentfish populationsbut no anadromousor high quality tishpopuktions.
Anadromous fish arethomthat come horn oceansto spawnin freshwater. Residentfish arethosethat lie their entire
life in&shw&r.
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the Pacific Fish Strategy (PACFISH) to study the effectiveness of current
procedures for protecting the habitat of anadromous fish in Alaska and
determine if any additional protection was needed. The report is being
reviewed by the U. S. the Forest Plan revision team. PACFISH includes
interim buffers that are:

● 300 feet wide on both sides of fish bearing streams,
● 150 feet wide on both sides of permanently flowing streams with no

fis&
● 150 feet around ponds, reservoirs, and wetlands greater than one acre,
● 50 to 100 feet on both sides of intermittent stiearns,
● 50 feet around wetlands less than one acre, and
● 50 feet around unstable soils.

No harvest is allowed within the interim buffer until a watershed analysis
is conducted.

Inventory of Rlparian Management Areas

We identified the most obviously sensitive areas that could influence the quality
of nparian habitat (Map 6). These areas include streams, lakes, floodplains,
important wetlands, high hazard soils,lT stream side-slopes, and Tongass Timber
Reform Act buffers. Land disturbing activities in these areas may affect aquatic
resources. There aren’t any standards and guides for these areas yet except that
no commercial timber harvest is allowed in Tongass Timber Reform Act
buffers. We expect to see new standards and guides in the Forest Plan Revision
and will apply them to sensitive areas.

Rehabilitation and Enhancement Projects18

17 HLghHazard soils areunstablesoils with a high probability of producinglandslides. They includemost well drainedsoils on
slopes of 75 percentor greateras well as some soils with restricteddrainageon slopes greaterthan 65 percent. Nearly all

18 mtural occurringlandslidesstarton these soils.
Rehabiliitionrestores siteproductivity, water @i, or othervalues. Rehabiliitionrnay includeplantingtreessnd spreading
grassseed.

Enhancementimproves the existing condition.
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1994 comments

“Restore Falls Creek and Big Creek [Bear Creek] watershed and streams
to natural condition. ” “Need to enhance fish habitat on the island.”

1995 comments

“with the increase in visitors it is necessary to enhance and rehabilitate
our fish streams to provide better fishing opportunities and more fish.
Stocking trout in barren lakes that are inaccessible to the majority of
people should have a low priority. Stocking Bear, Cosmos, Sumner, Falls,
and Ohmer Creeks should have a high priority. ” “Don’t stock Wolf Track
Lake because of the rough skinned newts.”

“There is no problem with the fish projects, but they should be fi.mded
with hard dollars rather than with monies produced horn timber sales. ”

The Alaska Department of Fish and Game is the agency primarily responsible
for fish stocking projects. They currently stock Blind River and have stocked
other Mitkof Island streams in the past. Stocking other Mitkof Island streams
may be considered by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game in the future.

19
Anadromous fish arethose thst ascendfbm oceansto breedin fkshwater. Residentfish sre those@t live their entireMe inthe
same stream
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We propose stocking four bamen lakes. They are easily to moderately
accessible and afford year round fishing opportunities. The Forest Sciences
Laboratory in Juneau is interested in studying the interaction between rough
skinned newts and trout. Stocking of Wolf Track Lake may allow fimther study,
however, all concerns will be examined before any fish are stocked.

Some fish projects are completed using fimds collected from timber sales.
These funds are collected according to law and are used to revegetate and
improve the timber sale area.
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Timber Management

Commercial Timber Harvest (Map 10)

Continue Harvest

1994 comments

“1support a maximum yield timber harvest. Without this, economies will
begin to destabilize and in the long w put more and more people out of
work. The timber industry is an important addition to SE Alask~
supplying both industry and indirectly, approximately 30°Aof the SE
Alaska employment.” “The Tongass Timber Reform Act (TTRA) of 1990
directed the Forest Service to ‘seek to meet market demand’ for the forest
products industry. Your analysis must exhibit how Mitkof Island will
contribute to seeking to meet demand.” “I’dlike to see them use the
resources instead of just storing them. They should cut the timber and
harvest it and plant it and make it work.” “I would like to see more timber
sales put up on Mitkof Island. We are not meeting the current demand for
small local operators. ”

“Ninety percent of the Tongass National Forest is in some land use
classification which prohibits timber harvest. It seems clear that demand

20 Aunit oftimbermeasnrement equallingthe amountof wood containedin a ~ dinkhed boaxd OIE inchthic~

twelve iuches lon~ andtielve inches wide.
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for moaded and undeveloped forest activities can be met from these
areas. ”

1995 comments

“We simply must get a steady timber sale program goimg here.” “Get the
maximum amount of wood for the timber industry to purchase available as
soon as possiiile. ” “I feel it is important to start implementing the logging
portion of this desi-m so local timber harvesters will get back into the
woods. ” “I wodd we to see at least one 3 to 5 MMBF timber sale fiorn

Mitkof Iskmd every year. “ ‘% is more important to maintain jobs and
revenue for the finnilies of Petersburg than to save a coupie hundred deer. ”
“I support timber besting to provide timber related jobs and open up new
roads. ”

We will continue to harvest timber in the three land use desiqations in
Alternative P (1992), three land use designation+ ailow hamest. These include:

9 Timber Emphasis,
9 Modz@edL&cape, and
“ Scenic Viewshed

We propose changing an area in the Sumner IQmge to Timber Emphasis from
Modzfied Landscape to aIlow more intensive ha.mest in an area where timber is
available, it is not often seeq and with low value wildlife habitat.

Figure 2-1. Proportion of Timber Hamest Acres on the Tongass In Alternative P
(1992)

Proportion of Timber HarvestAcres
on the Tongass (17,000,000 acres)

Z4 Ice, rock,muskeg, alpine,etc.

9 Low timberproduction,unstableslopes ,
17.297

S3 Non-TimberHarvestLUDS

= Timber Harvest LUDS
d

\
l.sce,m(9.4%) \

\

-’- 2s40.ca (la%)
(5.5%) ---- --” --

3.mn#m (18.6%)

21 For a review of the LandUsc kignatiox see A-A-&nce in Appmdix .4andR
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Limit Harvest

1994 comments

“Stay away fkom large clearcuts, reduce harvest levels. Calculate a
sustained yield for the islan~ while preserving remaining high value
wildlife habitat. “ “Conduct logging on all island Commercial Forest Lands
(CFL) except for critical deer winter range (small scale logging,
non-clearcut).” “We need logging not only for jobs but to produce wildlife
habitat. Also, save trees where deer need habitat in heavy winters. Plus
apply 1/4 mile buffers along major salmon & trout streams.”

“Less timber harvest would be okay. A few old-growth blocks would be all
righ~ just don’t tie up all old-growth logging.” “More small timber sales
between Oand 5 million board feet. “ “I’dlike to see some small (a few
thousand board feet) sales. “ “I would like to see tie whole island protected
from larger-scale, commercial logging. Ask local loggers what they would
need to continue to operate. It would probably be 1 million board feet per
year.”

1995 comments

“Need to keep the diversity of economy with the logging but yet maintain a
healthy huntable herd of deer. “ “I feel timber harvest should be reduced
substantially. More care should be exercised in sustaining 120 year
rotation while leaving significant old ~owth permanently.” “No more
clearcutting on Mitkof. Allow personal use timber harvest some
alternative logging methods, with less impact than clearcutting.” “Allow
salvage and personal use timber harvest. Allow timber harvest with
individual-tree selection. “ “Support only single tree selection in stands of
low value to deer and only to the extent that deer habitat capability will not
be reduced.” “Keep a balance of habitat and logging.” “Cater to S.T.O.
small clearcuts - large buffer strips. Real 120 year rotation. Most
surviving old growth lefl as is.”

We proposed two new land use designations that allow very little timber harvest:

S Municipal Watershed
9 Deer Winter Habitat
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Jn our timber volume calculations, we assumed that 20?40of the potential volume
could not be harvested due to concerns identified in project level analysis.

No Harvest

1994 comments

“I believe there has already been too much logging and reading, and no
more should be considered. “ “I’manti-logging. I’d like to see it left as-is, I
guess.” “Our economy has been doing just fine without a big logging
industry on the island.”

1995 comments

“I think that all cutting should stop, except for firewood cutting.” “I prefer
no more timber harvest on Mitkof. ”

Timber harvest is also not allowed in EICAs except in for salvage sales greater
than 25 acres.

Salvage Sales

1995 comments

“Salvage sales often include a lot of “green” [trees] to make economical.
~Leave these areas alone until it’s proven that methods are available.” “A
salvage sale should only consist of downed or dying trees and not be used
as an excuse to cut dozens of acres of healthy trees in the surrounding
area. ”

We salvage timber when there is insect infestatiorq dead, darnage~ or down
timber. In salvage sales we also harvest live trees if necessary for access, if they
are not likely to survive, and for safep reasons.

Manage Second-Growth Timber

1994 comments I
“Go ahead and cut all the second growth you want!” “Different harvests
and second growth management. Continue to strive for balance much like
now, but with more emphasis on creativity and innovation. ”
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1995 comments

“The Three Lakes Loop Road has extensive second growth adjacent to the
road and on spurs off the road. This second growth should remain
available for harvest along with significant patches of blowdown (over 10
acres) in the adjacent old growth.” “The Forest Service should investigate
commercial thinning of second growth stands over 40 years ol~ and
continue its pre-cornmercial thinning on Mitkof Island and the rest of the
Petersburg Ranger District. “ “I would like to see the USFS implement the
early harvest of second growth for moose. ”

We manage second growth stands by:

●

●

●

●

pre-commercial thinning,
green firewood cutting,
pruning, and
commercial harvest.

Helicopter Logging

1994 comments

“Try helicopter logging with less openings, or some single-tree selection.”
“Helicopter logging is good.”

There may be more helicopter logging in the fiture. Actual locations for
helicopter sales will be determined when we look at specific timber sale projects.

Other Forest Products

Firewood Cutting
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1994 comments

“The Forest Service needs to allow more access to trees for woodcutters in
the community. Current wood cutting areas are deep in the forest and
offer limited cutting, because most woodcutters can only reach 20 to 50
feet into the woods from the road. Woodcutters should be permitted to
take gree~ standing hemlock within 50 feet of the road on logging roads.
Whatever system is develope~ more access is needed.”

“Firewoo~ firewoo~ firewood...” “Leave all roads open for firewood
access. “ “Make firewood more available. ” “Commerci@ logging builds
roads which give access to subsistence wood gatherers. In a practical sense,
without roads there is ahnost no subsistence wood gathering. ”

1995 comments

“Believe you should treat subsistence f~ewood cutting similar to
subsistence use of wildlife and fish. Subsistence uses come first. If there is
a remaining surplus, then commercial uses are okay. Presently commercial
uses seem to have priority -- they get to cut hundreds of acres of green trees
and subsistence users can generally only cut dead and down trees. I know
there are a couple small green tree fuewood cutting areas. Maybe spruce
should not be included as okay for green tree fnewood as have higher
commercial value and possible less desirable than hemlock for burning.”
“Keep fnewood and personal use open on Mitkof.” “I oppose your policy
of water barring the roads immediately after logging. There are a lot of
broken pieces and tops of logs left at the landings that can be used as
fwewood instead of rotting away. If need be water bar 1 or 2 years later,
multi-use. ”

Firewood gathering will continue to be allowed inmost areas, but is not allowed
in HCAS and travel corridors. Most roads that are currently available will
remain open. An updated map is available at the Petersburg Ranger District.
Firewood gathering would generally be allowed on new roads following timber
harvest. We don’t expect to build new roads for firewood gathering because of
the expense.
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Use of Western Redcedar and Alaska Yellow-cedar

1994 comments

“There are so few redcedars on the island that nobody should ever cut
these, if future generations are ever to easily see them.” “People must
continue to be able to harvest red and yellow-cedar.”

1995 comments

“I am interested in saving for future generations exceptional stands of
yellow cedar, these slow growing trees are special, and make beautiful
furniture. Also, spruce of venerable age should not be eliminated in an
effort to supply jobs and timber sale today. Please save some for
tomorrow. ”

Redcedar and yellow-cedar will continue to be available for use. Yellow-cedar
is widely @ributed and readily available on Mitkof island. Redcedar is less
common than yellow-cedar. Some redcedar trees will be preserved in Special
Interest Areas, ?3CAS, and Semi-Primitive Recreation22 areas.

22 For a review ofSpecial InterestAreas and Semi-PrimitiveRecreation Land Use Designationssee At-A-Glance iu Appendix A
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23 For a review ofDeer WinterHabitat I_andUs.eDesignationsee M-A-Glance in AppendixB.
24 Moderately severewiutersarethose with between51 end 115 inchesof snow.
25

For a review of HCAs see Chapter2, Vile Wildlife Populations.
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Deer

1994 Comments

“Deer hunting is very popular on Mitkof Island. About 700 hunters
participated in each of the last 3 years. Also, most of the hunting occurred
on the south half of the island. To protect the remaining deer winter range
on south Mitkof, logging should not be scheduled there. Plan fiture
logging on the north half of the island.” “The deer hunt on Mitkof Island is
a good idea and should continue.”

“Maintain critical deer habitat since demand for deer on Mitkof Island
exceeds the supply -- you shouldn’t be harvesting anymore old-growth. Go
ahead and cut all the second growth you want!” “Althou@ I use roads to
get to the places I hunt I do not believe we need anymore logging roads or
clearcuts on Mitkof Island. I’ve observed that deer populations take a hard
hit with the increased access roads provide.” “No more logging on south
Mitkof.” “Too much deer winter range has been harvested. Stay away
from large clearcuts, reduce harvest levels.”

“Calculate a sustained yield for the islan~ while preserving remaining
high-value wil~e habitat. “ “Conduct logging on all island CFL
(Commercial Foresi Lands) except for critical deer winter range (small
scale logging, meaning non-clearcut). ” “Save trees where deer need habitat
in heavy winters. “ “Deer winter range should be protected. Clearcutting
levels should not be allowed to adversely affect deer winter range.” “Less
timber harvest on coastal south-facing slopes.” “Do not cut timber in deer
winter range on entire south side of island facing Sumner Strait Wrangell
NarrOWS,and Dry Strait.” “Manage for deer along Woodpecker Cove Road
beginning at Ohrner Creek along the beach Iiinge of Sumner StraiL
following around on up the Narrows to the mouth of Blind Slough.”
“Protect all south facing slopes for valuable deer habitat. ‘Protection’
means no cutti.mz.”
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“Need to keep the diversity of economy with the logging but yet maintain a
healthy huntable herd of deer.” “Demand for deer far exceeds the supply as
evidenced by the issuance of 750 permits each year with an average of only
166 deer harvested.” “Maximize deer populations by focusing on
maintaining optimum habitat.” “I prefer that the deer population be
allowed to return to historical levels by halting clearcut logging. ” “Seems
like habitat capability for 2000 deer could help keep a huntable population
of deer on the island while still allowing enough timber harvest on the
island for timber supply jobs. ” “We need deer close to where people live.
We really cannot travel to Kuiu to harvest deer. Loggers have camps
established in remote areas and are able to operate away born the
~om.dation centers. ”

Demand For Deer

Our analysis suggests that current and fhture demand for deer exceeds the habitat
capability of the island. The island will not support unlimited demand for deer.
We assume that the demand for deer will continue to grow according to the same
growth rates estimated for the community of Petersburg.

Key Areas For Protection

We agree that south-facing slopes along the south end of Mitkof Island are some
of the best habitat on the island. Much of the best beach habitat has been
selected by the State of Alaska and is no longer managed by the Forest Service
(Map 1).

Balancing Needs
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Don’t Balance

1995 comments

“I firmly believe we can have the higher [timber] harvest level and still
have a healthy deer population.” “It’snot either/or; you can have [timber]
harvest and deer.” “I think maintaining a deer population is importan$’
however, so is a timber program. I think they can go together.” “Some
deer, some timber, but no set targets. Allow flexibility with no magic
number. ”

“I don’t trust computer models. We should be able to work this out without
a target. “ “I don’t think trying to achieve a single magic number, derived
from a computer model, is realistic. Simply be flexible and honest with
land management practices.”

More people want more of both resources. We need to acknowledge limits to
Mitkof Island’s productivity and define a balance. Without the numbers, the
effort is meaningless. Computer models are not perfect but they’re the best tool
we have for describing what balance we think is possible. It simply isn’t possible
to count every deer. A model is away of applying our knowledge to an area and
making some estimates.

Balance

1995 comments

“Along with [more deer] comes other values I desire. I also desire to
maintain a timber industry on Mitkof Island. So if 3.4 million board feet is
below a threshold to maintain a timber industry, I would chose the
timber/deer mix that does. “ “It’smore important to provide deer than
timber from this islan~ but we still need an adequate supply of both.”
“Seems like habitat capability for 2000 deer could help keep a huntable
population of deer on the island while still allowing enough timber harvest
on the island for timber supply jobs.”

“I think it is important to set aside the best deer habitat to provide for
continued deer and wolf populations. “ “I favor the modified Alternative P,
with HCAS, plus protection of larger blocks (80 acres and up) of remaining
high and highest deer winter range. I feel this is a good trade-off, and that
the protection of the larger areas of key deer winter range is the best step
we can take to assure some continued hunting. ” “Provide protection to the
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larger areas of deer habitat. I do not want to see a flexible approach to deer
winter habitat management. That would mean no deer later [because] the
USFS would go for the Big Timber!” “I like the placement of HCAs and
the use of the deer land use designation. I suggest that this be done for the
larger areas of valuable deer habitat. Protect areas greater than 100 acres.”
“Designate three Deer Winter Habitat areas at the Forest Plan level, as
proposed in the Mitkof Design. Allow salvage and personal-use timber
harvest. Allow timber harvest with individual-tree selection system.”

Jobs Over Deer

1995 comments

“In order to increase deer about 12% (1930 to 2160) you would have to
decrease timber harvest 37% (5.4 to 3.4 million board feet). The economic
trade-offs aren’t worth it. ” “It is more important to maintain jobs and
revenue for the families of Petersburg than to save a couple hundred deer. I
feel that one deer per hunter or family is adequate, If you want more, there
are plenty of other islands to go to... Forget the deer -- humans are more
important! “ “The loss of 370 deer (2300 with no cutting) doesn’t seem
enough to slow down logging. “ “There are plenty of deer in Wilderness
Areas where timber harvesting is prohibite~ and we need timber to support
Alaska’s timber industry!” I feel jobs are more important than 230 deer.
The amount of deer hunting that will be reduced by this is minimal.” “I do
not perceive a pressing need to manage the forest for the sake of a deer
Pom.dation.”

More Deer

1995 comments

“Deer populations on M&of Island have decreased drastically since the
introduction of intensive timber harvest... The interest displayed in local
deer hunting since the re-opening of the deer season on Mitkof in 1991 and
the re-opening of the deer season on Kupreanof in 1993 has shown the
value and importance of local deer populations in satisfying the high
demand for deer that has always existed locally. The closure of the season
imposed a hardship on many local residents who did not have
transportation to areas farther away.“ “We need deer close to where people
live. We really cannot travel to Kuiu to harvest deer.” “Give the deer the
benefit of the doubt. You must protect highest-value [habitat] forbad
winters or vou mav lose the herd on this island. ”
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“We support only single tree selection in stands of low value to deer, and
only to the extent that deer habitat capability will not be reduced.”
“Maximi.ze deer populations by focusing on maintaining optimum habitat. ”
“I prefer that the deer population be allowed to return to historical levels by
halting clearcut logging.”

We think a balance between deer and timber is important. This balance will
allow multiple use on Mitkof Island where everyone benefits to some extent.
Huntable deer populations will be maintaine~ a variety of recreation
opportunities will be provide~ roads will be maintaine~ and timber will be
harvested.

Wolf Control

1995 comments

“I feel you should take a look at decreasing the wolf population. They do a
lot of damage to the deer populatio% especially in moderate to severe
winter conditions.”

Alaska Department of Fish and Game is primarily responsible for setting hunting
and wolf trapping regulations which provide management tools for maintaining
deer numbers.

Population Versus Habitat

1995 comments

“Such populations, by their very nature, are highly volatile and maybe
outside vour power to manimdate and manage.”

We are managing the habitat capable of supporting 2,070 deer. We are not
managing for a specific population. This is an important distinction.
Populations vary naturally according to several factors including:

● predatio~
● weather conditions, and
“ overpopulation resulting in too little browse.

The population of deer will fluctuate around the habitat capability value.
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Thinning for Deer Habitat

1995 comments

“Statements made in the Analysis that suggest thinning will improve
projected habitat capability for deer are somewhat misleading. Although
there may bean improvement following substantial thinning, it will be a
minor improvement at best and should not even be suggested as a realistic
management tool to improve habitat capability. ”

“Thinning and the production of even more fiber is the answer.” “Anyone,
including a biologist who says you can’t enhance deer habitat by vegetation
manipulation is very narrow-minded to say the least. Abetter word is flat
wrong. Through creative harvest teclmiaues we can achieve both. ”

Most clearcuts on Mitkof Island are thinned by age 25. If we thinned stands
periodically, we could increase forage production in stands 25 years of age and
older. Thinning is very costly however, and has only short term benefits for
wildlife. That’s why we mentioned it in the Preliminary Desi~ but didn’t
calculate an increase in deer numbers.

Habitat Values Go Down

1995 comments

“The document shows deer numbers go down with no timber harvest horn
2400 (Year 1994) to 2300 (Year 2060). Is this conect?”

Deer numbers go down because young stands that currently provide browse will
close over, blocking sunlight and reducing the growth of plants used for forage.
These areas will be of less value to deer in the future, until they mature and can
provide winter forage.

Other Wildlife Benefit

1995 comments

“Deer are only one reason for allowing no timber harvest. Think about all
the other wildlife. Think about tourism and what they, as the other owners,
want to see.” “By preserving the amount of habitat capable of maintaining
the maximum number of deer, you also preserve the maximum amount of
habitat for other species. This option is a realistic compromise between
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harvesting timber and preserving wildlife populations.” “Even though you
emphasize deer, I think a lot of other animals would do well to have
additional habitat areas preserved for them. (Not all of us are into
hunting.)”

We have considered other wildlife species in the HCAS, travel corridors, Deer
Winter Habitat Land Use Designatio~ and some of our proposed Land Use
Designation changes which provide habitat for other species. By providing good
habitat for deer and moose we provide habitat for other species.
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“Don’t log any more in the Dry Strait area. The old-growth is needed for
animal movement horn the Stikine River.” “Establish a small HCA at the
southeast tip of Mitkof Island for wildlife populations horn the
Mainland.” “Protect the wildlife migration area from Stikine River to
Mitkof and islands farther west. “ “Maintain old-growth habitat on the
southeast side of the island facing Dry Strait from State land to north of
Three Lakes area. This will maintain a natural migration comidor where
wildlife can walk across Dry Strait. “ “I’mopposed to connecting a loop
road between Dry Strait Road and Mitkof Highway because of the
potential impact on wildlife migration between Dry Island and Mitkof
Island.”

1995 comments

“A Medium Habitat Conservation Area (HCA) should be included in the
Dry Straits Area to compensate for the loss of the Three Lakes Medium
HCA. We feel this is an important requirement that will insure the
migration of wildlife horn the Stik.ineand across Dry Straits that a small
HCA will not provide for (since volume class requirements are not a
component of small HCAS and also due to the larger size requirements for
Medium HCAS).”

We do not propose a medium HCA for Dry Strait area because the HCA isn’t
necessary to meet the spacing recommendations from the 1993 Viable
Populations Strategy. The proposed small Dry Strait HCA should meet the
needs of wildlife migrating to and horn the mainland.

● ✍
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Wildlife: Moose Habitat

1994 Comments

“Introduce more moose. Start a wolf control program.”

“Manage for moose at areas extending from Road 6235 (horn Crane Lake
to halfway to Three Lakes Loop Road) winding down Dry Strait Road to
point at Dry Strait. Focus on winter range and sustaining forage production
in clearcuts. ” “Maintain a huntable moose population.”

The Forest Service didn’t introduce moose to Mitkof Island. The moose crossed
over from the Stikine River Delta and the population is increasing naturally. The
Alaska Department of Fish and Game is responsible for wolf control. We only
propose managing moose habitat.

1995 Comments

“1really can’t understand why you would consider clear-cutting an areas to
raise moose. That cut will work in the short-term but then you’ve lost deer
habitat and the pole stand will not serve moose or deer.” “This strategy
needs to be described more fully. Is this area to be managed primarily for
wildlife, specifically moose, or for timber production? ... it appears tis is
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●
really a timber management strate~ in the guise of a wildlife strategy. ”
“The proposed strategy appears to attempt to benefit moose at the expense
of deer. The document does not clearly state that tradeoff for the public. ”
“The decision to manage habitat for the benefit of one species over
another is one the Alaska Department of Fish and Game will want to be
involved in making.” “The moose management strategy said it would have
no effect on timber availability yet it only allows cutting low volume
stands. Cutting 40 year stands for forage should take them out of timber
production and the acreage should not be part of calculations of the ASQ.”

We are not managing the habitat for the benefit of only one species. Elements of
the plan may benefit both moose and deer by providing cover and forage. We
will involve all interested people during development of this plan.
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Wildlife: Viable Populations

Habitat Conservation Area Strategy

26
27 Medium HCAs are approximately10,000 acres in size.

Small HCAS ere 1,600 acresin size.
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1994 Comments

“Species diversity is a benefit to us all.” “I’dlike to see wildlife travel
corridors maintained between timber harvest areas. ”

“Implement a wildlife viability strategy similar to the Habitat
Conservation Area (HCA) approach.” “Be cautious about allowing
fuewood gathering or selective cuts in HCAS.”

1995 Comments

“HCAS are very good idea that needs to realized.” “I thiik the HCAS are
well-designed. ”

“I am opposed to locking up any more land in HCAS. If the Forest
Service feels that these aren’t good areas for timber sales in the
foreseeable future, free, but let’s not lock these areas up forever.” “HCAS
are a violation of NEPA. No HCAShave been legally adopted. You
cannot implement. ” I am 1000% AGAINST HCAS or setting aside the
highest or high value deer areas. This would be a single resource use of
the area. “ “Do not and I repeat do not continue with the HCA concept. I
think it is wrong and a misuse of public lauds to lock land up for this
reason.”
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The Forest Service manages habitat to maintain viable populations of all native
and desired non-native wildlife species. A viable population is one which has
the number and distribution of reproductive individuals so it continues to exist
and is well distributed. The HCA strategy will help insure the survival of viable
populations of species which use old-growth forests (Appendix C).

HCASwill not become a reality until they are approved as part of the Forest
Plan. We are simply recommending locations for consideration in a NEPA
process.

HCAS are not a single resource use. These areas can be used for recreation and
hunting as well as providing wildlife habitat.

Salvage in HCAS

1995 Comments

“You need to lower the 100-acre cutoff on salvaging blowdown. Even a
50 acre blowdown is a big chunk of land and an incredible waste of
wood. ”

In the Preliminary Design we based our recommendation on the Viable
Population study. The Region 10 E~ however, does not describe a minimum
are for salvage. We now propose salvage of areas 25 acres or greater in HCAS.
For areas smaller than 25 acres we recommend leaving them as a component of
old-growth habitat.

A Second Medium HCA

1995 Comments

“Include a Medium HCA along Dry Strait to compensate for the loss of
the Three Lakes HCA for no-adverse impact. ” “Replace Medium Habitat
Conservation Area in Three Lakes with another HCA of the same size, in
Dry Strait for example. “ “I’dlike to request medium Habitat Conservation
Area in the Dry Strait Area be added to compensate for the loss of the
Three Lakes Medium HCA.” “A Medium Habitat Conservation Area
(HCA) should be included in the Dry Straits Aea to compensate for the
loss of the Three Lakes Medium HCA. We feel this is an important
requirement that will insure the migration of wildlife from the Stikine and
across Dry Straits that a small HCA will not provide for (since volume
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class requirements are not a component of small HCAS and also due to the
larger size requirements for Medium HCAS).”

“In lieu of a halt to clearcuts on Mitkof, implement the fill
recommendations of the blue ribbon committee on HCAS. Include the
Medium HCA at Three Lakes.”

We recommend against the Three Lakes medzwn HCA for the following
reasons:

●

●

●

Some of the best wildlife habitat in the proposed medium HCA is in the
Ideal Cove State land selection.

Based on our knowledge of the are% we felt that several small HCAS
would better include the most valuable wildlife habitat.

It isn’t needed to meet the spacing requirements for medium HCAS. The
Blind-Crystal HCA (Mitkof Design ~ersion) and Stikine HCA are 6.0
miles apart and the Blind-Crystal and Lindenberg Peninsula HCAS are
1.5 miles apart. These distances fall within the Viable Population team
recommendation of 8 miles between medium and large HCAS.

HCAS Are Not Land Use Designations

1995 Comments

“A key element of the Mitkof Landscape Design is the protection of
important wildlife habitat through the proposed network of HCAS.
Although a number of HCAs are proposed we note that large portions of
many of the HCAS continue to have timber harvest prescriptions in the
actual forest plan Alternative P. Chapter Four’s summary of proposed
changes to Alt. P does not include any changes in prescriptions in the
forest plan we remain skeptical that actual management will be for
wildlife habitag notwithstanding the stated intentions of the landscape
design plan.”

Our goal in proposing locations for HCAS is to provide for wildlife viability.
We’re following the Forest Plan Amendment approach which means the HCAS
take precedence over the underlying land use designation. This approach may
change with new information. For example, the Forest Plan Revision Team is
considering a number of strategies for wildlife viability, including (1) relying on
more non-timber-harvest land use designations across the landscape without
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providing reserves, (2) emphasizing alternatives to clearcutig, resulting in a
lighter touch on the landscape, and (3) providing a reserve system like HCAS,
which might include use of an Old Growth land use designation.

Volume Class 5 in Small HCA

1995 comments

“A second reservation we have about changing to the small HCAS is that
medium HCAS have some ninirnum requirement for acreage in volume
class 5 and above, whereas there is no requirement for such composition
in the small HCAS. The higher volume classes are clearly an important
part of the habitat mix for a viable population strategy. We would like to
see some assurance that the composition of at least one of the small HCAS
includes a block of mid and high volume old growth equal to what a
medium HCA requires. ”

When we designed the proposed HCAS we considered habitat and identified
boundaries according to wildlife needs. Most of the small HCAShave 25% or
greater area in volume class 5. Volume class and total acres for each HCA are
displayed in Table 2-2.

Wildlife Travel Corridors

1995 comments

“With regard to travel corridors between HCAS, I think it is more
Iimportant to determine the likely travel route between the blocks and
manage that for a forested conditioq rather than trying to force an
old-growth connection between Raven’s Roost and Goose Lake. I think
protecting a straighter corridor would be prefene~ even if that corridor is
not all Vol. 4 old growth. The necessity of Vol. 4+ old-growth for
dispersal movements has not been verified to my knowledge and is largely
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based on gliding distances of flying squirrels, an animal whose habits are
relatively unknown in southeastern Alaska.”

“It is encouraging to see wildlife travel corridors proposed. However,
most are clearly too narrow and circuitous to be effective at the distances
they span... As the small Mitkof HCAS are a substitute for a medium
HCA and some are 6 miles or more spa@ we believe corridors need to be
at least 1000+ feet wide to be effectively used by wildlife. Admittedly
biologists are still wrestling with the question of what constitutes effective
movement corridors for wildlife. ”

We based our travel corridors on width recomniendations from the 1993 Viable
Populations Strategy. We would prefer more direct routes, but due to previous
harvests we could not map through second growth stands. Biologists are
studying wildlife movements to determine what makes an effective wildlife
travel corridor. If new information becomes available we suggest that more
direct corridors be established.

Goshawk Guidelines

1995 comments

“Ifthe Regional Forester chooses to limit timber harvest within the
goshawk home range, then the Mitkof Landscape Design will need to be
revised to put more small and medium HCASinto the home range and
eliminate the HCAS in the S.W. Mitkof. ” “If the Regional Forester
chooses to limit timber harvest within the goshawk home range,
Petersburg Creek and the Stikine River both quali~ as large and medium
HCAS, and could be used as such without reducing the timber base as
thev are alreadv unavailable for timber harvest.”

We recormnended locations for HCASto establish a connected network of
reserves. This approach is intended to provide for wildlife viability across the
landscape and doesn’t coincide with the goshawk area.

Retention

1995 comments

“Noticeably absent from the Analysis is the relationship of the proposed
HCAS to wildlife retention. Although the Forest Service all but ignored
the stringent wildlife retention factors as required under the current
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TLMP, the public should have some assurance included in tie Analysis
that these mapped retention areas would remain unchanged.”

The Tongass Land Management Plan Revision does not contain retention. We
think the retention acre requirements in the 1985/86 Tongass Land Management
Plan can be met by HCA blocks, the old-growth contained in Tongass Timber
Reform Act stream buffers, beach fringe, and estuary buffers.

Road Densities

1995 comments

“Bears, marte~ and wolves are all sensitive to road density and locations
yet no mention of these species was made in the Road Management
Objectives section. Decisions on road closures and maintenance levels also
need to be made on an island-wide ecosystem scale rather than only a
project level so the needs of these species can be addressed.”

We used the wolf as an indicator species to assess road density because wolves
are more sensitive to roads than most species. Since access to wolves for
hunting and trapping is available by boat in coastal areas, the miles of coastline
must also be considered. (Where roads are adjacent to the beac~ road miles are
counted and coastal miles are not.) Table 2-3 shows the road density on
Mitkof with and without coastal miles. Studies indicate wolf habitat is
threatened if road density exceeds 1.0 miles of open road per square mile. The
Forest Plan Revision Team is wortig on a wolf assessment and considering
road density guidelines. We will follow their recommendations in project level
analysis.

Table 2-3. Road Densities on Mitkof Island with and without Coastline Miles

Total Miles of Open Roa~ Forest Service and non-Forest II 124.4
Service

ITotal Sauare Miles (Area) I 202.6]

Road Density I 0.6141

Coastline* I 54.6

Total Road Density with Coastline I 0.9

* Miles of coastline were not counted within the City Limits, since discharge of
firearms and trapping are not legal. Coastal miles were not counted if a road
existed adjacent to the beach (- 500ft), since the road miles were already
counted.
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Grouse

Wildlife: Bird Habitat

1994 Comments

“What is the Forest Service doing to insure that I can continue to hunt
hooters? I use much of the same area for hooter hunting as I do for deer
hunting. “ “Protect deer and hooter populations on the island.”

We expect our proposals such as Habitat Conservation Areas (HCAS)Z8to
support huntable populations of grouse.

Variety of Bird Species

1994 Comments

‘There are a number of areas on Mitkof Island that are extremely
mportant for bird nesting and migration and should be protected. These
ireas include:

● Four-ponds wetland northeast of Frenchy Creek (breeding).
● The southern shoreline from Dry Strait to South Blind Slough

(migration).
● The valley between the two Blind Sloughs (major migration route).

Blind Slough & Blind River (major wintering, migration, breeding,
staging). The Crystal Mountain alpine area (habitat migration).

● The marsh at the head of the Crane Lake trail is important habitat for
common yellowthroats and cedar waxwings.

● The Three Lakes area (foraging).”

‘The valley between the two Blind Sloughs is a major migration route for
watetiowl, passerine, sandpipers, and raptors. Blind Slough and Blind
River are major bird habitat areas on Mitkof Island and in southeast
41aska. They contain a major swan wintering area and rnigratio~
wintering, and breeding habitat for dozens of species. ”

● 28 For a review of HCAs see Chapter2, Viable Wildlife Popuktiom.
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Areas in the Mitkof Design proposal will provide protection in the following
ways:

● Four-ponds wetland northeast of Frenchy Creek TLMP Revision
guidelines for waterfowl management would provide adequate protection.

● The southern shoreline from Dry Strait to South Blind Slough: This is
State land. We will pass this comment to the State.

● Blind Slough and the Crystal Mountain area: We propose the
Blind-Crystal HCAZgin this area. In Alternative P (1992) Blind River
is proposed as a Recreation Rive#O, and the area is proposed as a
Special Interest Area.

● The Three Lakes area and the marsh at the head of the Crane Lake trail:
This area is a proposed HCA and a proposed Semi-Primitive Recreation
&ea which will afford protection to bird species.

29 For a review of HCAe see Chapter2, Vhble Wildlife Populations.
30 For a review of Special InterestAreas, Recreation River, and Semi-PrimitiveRecreation LandU* Desig@iom see At-A-

Glance in Appendix A
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These definitionsapplyto Forest Serviceland managementand planning. Meaningsmay
~er when used in another context. Glossarydefinitionsare not legalunless otherwise
noted. Definitionswere shortened,paraphrasedor adapted to fit local conditionsand for
ease of understanding.

LA I
Allowable Sale The maximumquantityof timberthat maybe sold in each
Quantity (ASQ) decadefrom suitablescheduledlands coveredby the Forest Plan.

All Terrain Any vehicle which is restricted by law from operating on
Vehicle public roads for general motor vehicle traffic. Includes

motorbikes,
(ATV) minibikes, trailbikes, snowmobiles, dune buggies, three-wheelers

and four-wheelers, and four-wheel drive, high clearance vehicles.
Sometimes referred to as Off-Road Vehicle or “ORV”.

Anadromous fish Fishwhichmature in the oce~ returning to inlandwaters to
spawn. Salmon and steelhead are ex~ples.

IB I

Basal Area Basal area of a tree k a cross-section measurement taken 4
1/2 feet from the ground, usually expressed in square feet.
Basal area of a stand is the average basal are% per acre of
all the trees in a stand.

Blowdown Trees that havebeen uprooted by the wind.
(Windthrow)

Board-foot A unit of timber measurement equalling the amount of wood
contained in a gree~ unfinished board one inch thick twelve
inches long, and twelve inches wide.

\c I
● Clearcut A harvest method in which all trees are cleared in one cut.
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Deer Winter Habitat Isa classification of deer habitat based on the ability of the habitat
to support deer during winter months. The following list explains
the categories:

● Highest-value deer winter habitat is capable of supporting at
least 50 deer per square mile through moderately severe
winters.

● High-value deer winter habitat is capable of supporting 30-49
deer per square mile tlyough moderately severe winters.

“Medium-value deer winter habitat is capable of supporting
20-29 deer per square mile through moderately severe
winters.

● Lmv-vaZuedeer winter habitat is capable of supporting less
than 20 deer per square mile through moderately severe
winters.

Desired Future The anticipatedconditionof a landscapeafter applying
management

Condition practices. Managementpracticescan range from no action to
major developmentsuch as a campground.

I

Ecosystem A complete, interacting system of organisms considered together
with their environment (for example; a mars~ a watershed, or a
lake).

Estuary Tidal habitats and adjacent tidal wetlands occasionally diluted by
freshwater runoff from the land.

IF I
Forest Plan Source of management direction for an individual Forest

speci&ng activity and output levels for a period of 10-15 years.
Management direction in the plan is based on the issues identified
at the time of the plan’s development.
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Habitat Capability A theoretical estimate of the number of birds or mammals that a
habitat can sustain. This estimate may dii%erfrom observed

“populations.

Habitat Conservation Area to be maintained for species associated with old-growth
Area (HCA) forest. The term is part of the strategy developed by the Viability

Committee, referring to various sizes of areas as listed below.

Large HCAS: 40,000 acres total with
1)20,000 acres old-growth with a volume of over

8,000 board feet of timber per acre; including
at least,

2) 10,000 acres old-growth with a volume of over
20,000 board feet per acre,

3) Class I stream ifin brown bear habitat, and
4)less than 20 miles apart from edge to edge.

Medium HCAS: 10,000acres total with:
1) 5,000 acres old-growth with a volume of over

8,000
board feet of timber per acre, including at least,

2) 2,500 acres old-growth with a volume of over
20,000

board feet of timber per acre, and
3) less than 8 miles from nearest large or medium

HCA

Small HCAS 1,600 acres total with
1) 800 acres of old-growth with a volume of over
8,000

board feet of timber per acre.

Land Use Designation A defined area to which specific land management direction is
LUD applied.
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IM I
Marten Habitat Isa classification of marten habitat based on the ability of the

habitat to support marten. The following list explains the
categories:

● High-value marten habitat is capable of supporting 1.8 to
2.71 marten per square mile.

“Medium-value m-en habitat is capable of supporting 0.9 to
1.8marten per square mile.

Multiple use The management of large areas of land for a variety of uses.

10 I

Old-Growth Habitat Old-growth forests are distinguished by:
● old trees
● larger-than-average trees for species and site,
● wide variation in tree size, age, and spacing,
● accumulations of large dead standing and fallen trees,

c trees with broken or deformed tops or decay,
● openings in the canopy, and
● multiple canopy layers.

1P I

PACFISH A strategy for managing Pacific anadromous fish habitat on
Federal lands, initiated in response to broad declines of
anadromous fish in the Pacific Northwest. PACFISH does not
apply in Alaska.

Partial Cut A timber harvest method that removes only a portion of the stand.

Rehabilitation The long-term placement of land back into its natural condition or
state of productivity.

Retention The amount of harvestable timberland set aside to protect other
resource values.
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Rotation/ The planned number of years between the regeneration of a stand
of

Rotation Age trees and its final cutting at a specified stage of maturity.
These rotations define the time over which an entire stand
of
timber would be harvested.

p I
Salvage

Second-growth

timber

Seed tree

Selection
Cutting

Shelterwood

Harvest

Silvicultural System

Snag

Standards and
Guidelines

Harvest of trees that are dead, dying, or otherwise unlikely to
survive, often due to blowdo~ insect damage, and disease.
Salvage also may include removal of trees for operation of the
sale.

Forest growth that has regenerated naturally or been planted after
the
stand has been harvested or otherwise removed.

Small number of seed-bearing trees left singly or in small groups
after timber harvest to provide seed for regeneration of the site.

The removal of trees individually or in small groups, to develop or
maintain an uneven aged-stand.

The removal of a stand of trees through a series of cuttings
designed to
establish anew crop with seed and protection provided by a
portion of the stand.

Management techniques designed to provide desired products and
achieve desired vegetative conditions in the future.

A dead standing tree usually greater than 5 feet tall and six inches
in diameter at breast height. The interior of the snag maybe
sound or rotted.

Requirements which preclude or impose limitations on resource
management activities, generally for the purposes of
environmental protection and safety.
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Stream Class A means to group stream channels based on their fish production
values. There are three classes on the Tongass National Forest, as ●
listed below:

Class I are streamsthathave
●

●

●

●

anadromous fisk
fish that do not go to sea but live in lakes and
enter streams to spa~
streams with resident fish populations that are
high quality, such as trophy size trout streams, and
habitat upstream from fish barriers with
reasonable enhancement opportunities for
anadromous fish.

Class II Streamswith resident fish populations but no
anadromous or high quality fish populations.
Anadromous fish are those that come from oceans to
spawn in freshwater. Resident fish are those that live
their entire life in freshwater.

Class III Streams with no fish populations but have potential
water quality influence on the downstream aquatic
habitat.

Streamside Area The area next to and including a strezq lake, or estuary.

Subsistence The customaryand traditionaluses by rural Alaskaresidents of
wild renewableresources for direct,personal or ftunily
consumptionas food, shelter,fbe~ clothing,tools, or
transportatio~ for the makingand sellingof handicraftarticles
out of nonedibleby-productsof fish and wildliileresources taken
for personalor familyconsumptio~ for barter, or sharingfor
personal or fdy consumption andfor customarytrade.

IT I

Thinning The practice of removing some of the trees in a stand so that the
remaining trees will grow faster due to reduced competition for
nutrients, water, and sunlight. Another objectives is to remove
trees that would probably die due to competition before the end of
the rotation.
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Iu I

Unstable Soils Soils withahighprobability ofproducing landslides. They
include most well drained soils on slopes of 75 percent or greater
as well as some soils with restricted drainage on slopes greater
than 65 percent. Nearly all natural occurring landslides start on
these soils.

Iv I

Value Comparison A geographic area that encompasses a drainage basin containing
Unit (VCU) one or more large stream systems.

Viable population The number of individuals of a species required to ensure the
long-term existence of the species in natural, self-sustaining
populations adequately distributed throughout their range.

Iw I

Watershed The land area that contributes water to a drainage or stream,

Wetlands Areas that are covered by water often enough to support plant and
animal life that require saturated soils for growth and
reproduction. Wetlands generally include muskegs, marshes,
bogs, sloughs, potholes, river overilows, mud flats, wet meadows,
seeps, and springs.

Wild and Scenic Rivers or sections of rivers designated by congressional actions
under

Rivers the 1968 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, as wild, scenic, or
recreation by an act of the Legislature of the State or States
through which they flow. Wild and scenic rivers may be classified
and administered under one or more of the following categories:

Wild River Rivers or sections of rivers that are free of
impoundments and generally inaccessible except by trail, with
watersheds or shorelines essentially primitive and waters
unpolluted. These represent vestiges of primitive America.
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Scenic River Rivers or sections of rivers that are free of
impoundments, with watersheds still largely primitive and
shorelines largely undeveloped, but accessible in places by
roads.

Recreational River Rivers or sections of rivers that are
readily accessible byroad or railroad, that may have some
development along their shorelines, and that may have
undergone some impoundment or diversion in the past.

Wildlife Travel Connective links of certain types of vegetation between patches of
suitable habitat which are necessary for certain species to facilitate
movement of individuals between patches of suitable habitat.

Wildlife Travel Connective links between patches of suitable habitat which are
Corridor necessruy for certain species to facilitate movement of individuals.

Examples include con-idors comecting HCAS and beach fringe
areas. \
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ENACTE13 MUNICIPAL WATERSHED

Land Uae Designation MW

The emphasis of this Land Use Designation is to meet the State of Alaska’s Water QuaIii Standards for
domestic use for enacted municipal watersheds of Ketchikan, Sitka and Petersburg. These enacted
municipal watersheds were established and are withdrawn from ail forms of location, entry, or approba-
tion under the mineral and nonmineral land laws of the United States and set aside as municipal water-
suppfy reserves for the use and benefn of the people of the three communities.

Goaia
To mai,ntain the enacted municipal watersheds c4 Ketchikan, Petersburg, and Siika as municipal
water supply resewes for these communities, in a manner that meets State of Alaska Water Chalky
Standards for domestic use.

Objectives
limit most management activities to the protection and maintenance of natural resources. Fsh
enhancements, and watershed and wildiiie habtat improvements, may occur if they are compatible
with the municipaiii’s watershed management object”wes.

Ciassify forested iand as unsuitable for timber production. Corisider salvage logging only at the
request of the municipafii.

Limit faciiiiies and roads to those necessary for municipal water supply purposes.

Limit recreation uses to those authorized by the municipality and to those that wiil not affect water
quaiii or flow.

C)eeked Future Condftlon
Lands managed as Enacted Municipal Watersheds are generally in a natural condiiion. Fm”lfties or
structures to provide domestic water maybe present. Uses or activities that could adversely affect
water quality or supply do not occur. These watersheds provide domestic water that meets aii State
Water Quaiii Standards for domestic use.

At-a-Glance . . .

Cufturai Resources Locate, evaiuate and protect significant cultural resources. interpretation may
be provided, although interpretation may generally occur outside LUD bound-
aries.

Faciifties

Fire

Facifiiies are limited to those structures which are necesary to administer and
supply water for domestic use. No Forest Service administrative facilities are
constructed. Facifiiies such as dams, reservoirs, and pipelines are consistent
with the LUD emphasis.

Aii wiidfires are suppressed using suppression action that minimizes suppres-
sion costs and resource damage. Management ignited prescribed fire may be
used to maintain or improve watershed characteristics.
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FlaiI

Forest Heatth

Lands

Minerals

Recreation

S011and Water

Subsistence

Timber

Trails

Transportation

Vlauai Resource

Wildllfe

Fish habitat prqects may occur if they are compatible with municipai watershed ●

management objectives.

Pest suppression and prevention measures are implemented to protect the
watershed and adjacent resources.

Special use authorizations are limited to those which support water develop
ment aaiviiies and which safeguard the qualii and quantity of municipal water
supplii. Before a special use authohzation is “m written concurrence of
the municipalii is required.

These watersheda are withdrawn from mineral entry subject to valid @sting
rights.

Only recreation use authorized by the municipalii is allowed.

Soil and water protective measures are applied to protect the watersheds and
water resources for domestic use. Soil and water improvement occurs on all
dsurbances that threaten watershed management values.

Subsistence uses are allowed in accordance with applicable Federal, state, and
municipal rqktions.

Forested land is classified as unsuitable for timber productti. There is no
scheduled harvest, but timber may be satvaged at the request of the munic@at-
ity under cond~ions which safeguard the quantity and qualii of water. Personal
use wood and Christmas tree cutting activities are usualty incompatible with
LUD objectifies.

Trail systems are limited to those whiih are necessary to administer the munici-
pal watershed.

Road systems are limited to those necessary to administer the munic$nl water-
shed.

Viual QuaIii Objectives are based on the management activities authorized in
the watershed.

Wildlife habiiats are managed for uses compatible with the municipalii’s water-
shed management objectives.
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MODIFIED IJWIDSCAPE

Land Use C)esignatlon ML

Goals
To prowidea sustained yiekf of timber and a mix of resource activities while minimizing the visibility
04developments in the foreground distance zone.

To recognize the scenic values of suitable timber lands viewed from identified popular roads, traiis,
marine travei routes, recreation sites, bays, and anchorages, and to modify timber harvest practices
accordingly.

To maintain and promote industrial wood production from suitable timberlands, providing a continu-
ous supply of wood products to meet society’s needs.

To seek to provide a supply of timber which meets annual and ptanning~c[e market demand from
the Tongass National Forest, consistent with the standards and guidelines of this LUO.

To seek to provide a suppty of timber to those purchasers qualfiing as small businesses.

Objectives
Wfihin this Land Use Designation, apply the Visual Oualii Objectives of Panial Retentiom, in the
foreground dmance zone, and Modification, in the middleground and backgrwnd distance zones,
for afl the Viuai Priority Travel Routes and Use Areas identfti in Appendix F. Appfy the Maximum
Modiiiion V(2Oto all other areas.

Suitabfe forest lands are available for timber harvest. Even-aged, tvmaged, and uneven-aged
systems may be used, consistent with the adopted VQO’S. Other timber management ob@tives
includa
. seek to reduce ciearcutting when other methods will meet !and management objectives;
. identify opportunities for d~ersifying the wood products industry (such as special forest

products, and value-added Iocaf production);
- use forest health management to protect resource values:
- improve timber growth and productivity on commercial forest lands;
- plan, inventory, prepare, offer, sell, and administer timber sales and permits to ensure the

orderfy development of timber production;
emphasize the overall reduction of costs, increase of revenues, and improvement of public
serfice within the timber program.

Provide a spectrum of recreation opportunities consistent with the capabilities of this Land Use
Designation. Semi-primitiie to Roaded experiences may be present.

Avoid changes to the current recreation sertings and oppatunities where possible, with some
emphasis on the Visual Priority Travel Routes and Use Areas. Manage changed settings in accord-
ance with the appropriate Recreation Opportunity Spectrum cias.
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(?esign roads according to the applicable Visual Quality Objective.

Consider oppormmities for providing fm !he eievational migratti c4 wildliie. and sitvicuttuml tech-
niques which establish and prolong the forest understory in crrtical wildliie habitat areas.

Desired Future Condition
In areas managed under the Modified Landscape Land Use Designation, forest visitors, recreation-
ists, and others using popular travei routes and use areas will view a somewhat modifmd lmdscape.
Management activities in thevisual foreground will be submfinate to the ctmracteristii Wdscape,
but may dominate the landscape in the middfe and backgrounds. Wtihin the foreground, timber
harvest units are typicalfy smafl and affect onty a mall percentage d the seen area Roads, facifitii,
and other structures are also subordinate to the foreground fandscape. Recreation opportunitii
associated with naturaf-appearing to rndiied settings are availabie. A variety of swcesb@
stages provide a range of wildiiie habitat conditiis. A sustained yield of timber is produced.

At-a-Glance . . .

Cutturai Resource Locate, evaluate and protect significant cultural resources. Identify opportuni-
ties for interpretation of cuttural resources for public education and enjoymenL

Facllftles Administrative facifiiies are located and constructed to be compatible with the
Visual QuaIii Objectives of the Land Use Designation.

Fire All wiidfires are suppressed using a suppression action that minimizes fire
suppression costs and resource damage. Prescribed fire, to improve natural
ecoiqical proceses, is not presentty used, but may be considered in the
future.

Fwt

Forest Heatth

MineraIs

Recreation

Soil end Water

Subsistence

Aquatic biological habitat productivii is maintained or improved. F~ries
enhancement projects may occur. The Ft@rian Area land Use De9gnation
appiies along riparian areas.

Forest health management principles are applied to the extent n~ to
maintain the scenic quafii of the area and the heatth of the forest.

Lands are open to mineral entry. Although V&ml C2uafii Objectives may be
exceeded during mineral development, visuaf standards and guidelines miri-
mize or reduce the visual impact of mining activities. Postdevelopment recla-
mation seeks to meet visual objectives for the area Access for minerals is
coordhated with timber sale road location when practicable.

Roaded Modified recreation experiences, and in some cases, Roaded Naturaf
and Semi-Primitiie Motm”zed recreation experiences generalty result after tim-
ber harvest activities.

Emphasis is on the maintenance of high water qualii. Soil cover is maintained
and slope failure associated with management activities is minimized.

Subsistence use is allowed in accordance with applicable Federal and state
regulations.
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llmber

Transportation

Visual Resourca

Wlldltfe

Suitable faested land is aailable !W timber managemem. Timber hamest may
include even-aged, two-aged, and uneven-aged sitviiiturai systems designed
to meet the visual and timtxw objecthes. Personal use woodcutting activities are
compatible with this L3nd Use Designation provided that management ob@c-
tives are met.

A network of roads may be developed in association with timber harvest activi-
ties while meeting the Vi Qua!ity Objectives of the Land Use Designation.

J@seen in the for~round, management activities are subordinate to the char-
acteristic landscape. In the middle to background distances, activities may
dominate the seen area but are designed to be compatible with form, iii, color
and texture found in the landscape.

A tie variety ot successional stages provide a full range of wildliie habitat
conditii. Silvicultural treatment provides heafthy tree stands, vegetative di-
versity, and forage production for wildliie populations.
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RECREATIONAL RIVER

Land Use Designation RR

Goais
To manage designated river segments according to the ‘Wild and Scenic Rivers Act (Public Law
90-542), ‘National Wild and Scenic Riiers System; Final Revised Guidelines for Eiigibiiity, Classifica-
tion, and Management of River Areas” (Federal Register Volume 47, Number 173, 1982), and
direction in Forest Sewice Manuals and Handbooks.

To maintain, improve and protect the essentially free-flowing character and outstandingly remark-
able vaiues of rivers and rivsr segments designated as Recreational Rivers and included in the
National Wiid and Scenic Rivers System.

To provide recreation opportunities in a pieasing, though modified, general~ free-fiowing river
setting, whiie allowing timber hawest, transportation, and other developments.

To manage recommended Recreational Riier segments to maintain their outstandingly remarkable
values and classification eligibitty untii designated by Congress, or until three years has eiapsed
since the time they were recommended to Congress.

ObjectIves
Manage Recreational River segments to maintain a free-flowing river resource, while providing for
access and use consistent with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Alaska National Interest
hnds Consewation Act (ANILCA).

Permit timber harvest on suitabie timber lands if adjacent lands are bdng managed for that purpose,
in accordance with the standards and guidelines for the stated Vsuai Quality Objectives.

Manage recreation use and activities to meet the levels of social encounters, on-site c!eve~opments,
methods of access, and visitor impacts ind~ated for the desired Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
class, generally Roaded Natural.

Permit roads to access, paraliel, or cross the river. in general, design access roads to accommodate
passenger cars, and open them to pubiic use.

Appty the Partial Retention Wsuai Quaiity Objective to areas within the corridor seen from the river,
roads, and recreation facilities, and Modification to all other areas within the river corridor.

Desired Future Condition
Recreational Riiers and river segments are in a generally unmodified to modified, essentially
free-flowing condtiion. Ecological processes and changes may be affected by humah uses. The
outstandingly remarkable values for which the river was designated remain outstanding and rema*-
able. Recreation users have the opportunity for a variety and range of experiences in a modified but
pleasing setting. Resource activities and developments may be present within the river corridor, and
may dominate some areas. A variety of visual conditions occur. Interactions between users may be
moderate to high. A sustained yield of timber may be produced.
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At-a-Glance . . .

Cutturai Resources

Facilities

Fire

Fish

Forest Health

IAnds

Mineraia

Recreation

Soil and Water

Subsistence

Timber

Transpcxtation

Locate, evaluate and protect significant cuttural resources. Interpretation may
be provided.

Administrative facilities and public information centers are allowed in the river
corridor provided they do not have adverse effects on the values this LUD is
intended to protect.

Suppression actions and prescribed fire are used to maintain the scenic quadii
of this kd Use Designation.

Aquatic biological habitat productivity is maintained or improv-. Prqects may
be identified and implemented which create or improve angling opportunity or
that help meet the objectives of the Interagency Regional Salmon Pfans.

Forest health is maintained or improved to protect Recreational River values.

No development of hydroelectric power facilities is permitted foc 1) projects
exempted from licensing by the Federal Energy Reguiato~ Commission or 2)
projects on rivers designated through Sections 2, 3, and 5(a) of the Wiid and
Scenic Riiers Act. The Forest Service wiil recommend that FERC not liiense a
project on a river found eligibie and suitable for inclusion in Wild and Scenic
Rivers System. If the project is necessary, impose conditions on any license
issued that the outstandingly remarkable characteristics and the free-ffowing
nature of the river be protected. Existing low dams, diversion works, and flood
control works may remain: but new structures which affect the free-flowing
character of the river are generalty prohibted.

Lands are open to mineral entry. Existing and new activii must minimize
surface disturbance, sedimentation, air pollution, visual impairment, and meet
State Water Qualii Standards. Reasonable access is permitted.

Use arid activities are managed for the safety and convenience of the user, and
protection and interpretation of the river resources. Experiences may include
those requiring moderate isolation to those influenced by humans in a modified
setting. Recreation facilities may include campgrounds, picnic areas, lodges,
resorts, and interpretive sites, and similar facilities.

Land use activities are canied out in a manner which controls sediment and
protects water quality.

Subsistence use occurs in accordance with Federal and state regulations and
may be seasonally prevalent throughout this Land Use Designation.

Suitable forested land is available for harvest and is included in the Allowable
Sale Quantity calculation if the adjacent Land Use Designation allows timber
harvest.

Roads die generalty compatible, and provide for conventional motorized use.
8oth motorized and non-motorized trail opportunities may be provided.
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Visual Resource Ail management activities within the area are integrated in such a way that the
naturai environment and landscape characteristics remain predominant as
seen from the rNer. Existing developments may occasionaJty dominate the
landscape. Vkual enhancement activities are aimed at maintaining diversity
and harmony in the landscape.

Wildllfe Emphasis is on maintaining habitat conditions for indigenous species and
improving wiidlife viewing oppcmunities.
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TIMBER Production

Land Use Oeslgnatlon TM

, Goals
To maintain and promote industrial wood production from suitable timberlands, providing a continw
ous supply of wood products to meet society’s needs.

To manage these lands for maximum sustained long-term timber yieids.

To seek to provide a suppty of timber which meets annual and planning-cycle market demand from
the Tongass National Forest, consistent with the standards and guidelines of this LUD.

To seek to provide a supply of timber to those purchasers qualifying as small businesses.

Objectives
Wiihin this Land Use Designation, apply the Visual Quai”~ Objectives of Modification in the fore-
ground distance zone, and Maximum Modification in the middleground and background distance
zones, for all the mapped Visual Priority Travei Routes and Use Areas identified in Appendw F. Apply
the Maximum Modification VOO to all other areas.

Locate and design timber harvest activities primarity to meet timber objectives. Suitable forest lands
are available for timber harve~ even-aged, two-aged, and uneven-aged systems may be used.
Other timber management objectives include
. seek to reduce ctearcutting when other methods will meet land management objectives;
. identity opportunities for dwersifying the wood products industry (such as special forest

products, and value-added local production):
use forest health management to protect resource values;

. improve timber growth and productivity on commercial forest lands;

. plan, inventory, prepare, offer, sell and administer timber sales and permits to ensure the
orderly d~elopment of timber procfuctiom

. emphasiie the overafl reduction of costs, increase of revenues, and improvement of public
sem”ce within the timber program.

Provide a spectrum of recreation opportunities consistent with the capabilities of this Land Use
Designation. Manage recreation use to be compatible with the timber production objective. Manage
changed recreation settings in accordance with the appropriate Recreation Opportunity Spectrum
class.

Plan a complete road network that will eventually access all suitable timber lands.

Consider wildlife habitat needs in project planning.

Desired Future Condltlon
M areas within the Timber Production Land Use Designation, all suitable timber lands are managed
for the production of sawtimber and other wood products on an even-flow, long-term sustained yieid
basis. An emensive road system provides access for timber management activities, recreation uses,
hunting and fishing, and other public and administrative uses. Management activities will generalty
dominate most seen areas. Tree stands are healthy and in a balanced mixture of age classes from
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young plantations to trees of ha.mestableage, usually In 40 to 100 acre stands. Recreation opportu-
nities associated with roaded settings, from Semi-primitive to Roaded Modified, are available. A
variety of wildlife habitats, predominantly k the earfy and middle successional stages, are present.

Cuftural Resources

Faclfftfes

Ffre

Fish

Forest Health

bmd$

Minerals

Recreation

Soil and Water

Subsistence

Timber

At-a-Glance . . .

Locate, evafuate and protect significant culturaf resources. Interpretation may
be provided.

Permanent administrative facilities are constructed to be compatible with this
Land Use Designation objecthm.

A!! wildfires are suppressed using a suppression action that minimizes fire
suppression costs and resource damage. Management ignited prescribed fire
may be used for sitvicultural site preparation, wikffiie habfiat improvement, and
insect and disease protection.

Aquatic biological habtiat productivity is maintained or improved. Fisheries
enhancement projeas may occur. The Riparian Nea Land Use Designation
applies along riparian areas.

Forest pest management act”~les emphasize forest health through pest pre-
vention and suppression. fimber stand improvement, sanitation, and salvage
are encouraged.

Only those uses which are compatible with LUO objectives are authorized.
Avoid “suing, or limit the duration of, permits for uses wtich require natural
surroundings.

Lands are open to mineraf entry. Access is cowdinated with timber sale road
location when practicable.

Roaded Modiied, and, in some ~ Roaded Naturaf and Semi-primitiie
Motorized, recreation experiences generalty resutt after timber harvest actNi-
ties.

Emphasis is maintaining high water qualii and soil cover, minimizing slope
failure, and reducing the degree of risk and potential effects from mass-wasting
resulting from timber harvest and road construction.

Subsistence use is allowed in accordance with applicable Federal and state
regulations.

Suitable forested land is available for timber harvest Timber harvest may in-
clude even-aged, two-aged, and uneven-aged silvicuitural methods. Sitvicuitur-
al treatment is integrated with site and area developmentto provide healthy tree
stands and to give consideration for vegetative dwersity and forage production
for wildliie. Personal use wood and Christmas tree cutting activities are fulty
compatible with this Land Use Designation.



Tranaportatlon All forested lands scheduled for harvest will evemualty be accessed by road.

visual Resource The characteristic landscape may be dominated by harvest activities. Although
harvest activities may dominate the seen area they are designed with consider-
ation for existing form, line, and texture found in the landscape.

Wiidlife A wide variety of vegetative conditions, including earty, middle, and late succes-
sional stages provides a range of wildliie habitat condfiions.
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RIPARIAN AREA

Land Use Designatlan RP

Goals
To maintain riparian habitat for fish and other riparian-associated SPeCieS and resources.

To meet the requirements of the National Forest Management Act and the Tongass Tmber Reform
Act for the protection of fish habitat and!or water quality.

To emphasize the maintenance and improvement of fish habitat and populations by integrating

aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems managemem.

Objectives
Manage the habitat for iiparian--ociated wildlife species in Cfass I stream and lake are= to
achieve old-gro~h characteristics.

Prohibit commercial timber hawest within 100 feel of either side of Class I streams, and within 1CQ
feet of those class II streams which flow directfy into class I streams. AHOWtimber hamest in other
areas where it does not confkt with the maintenance or improvement of riparian-associated
resources.

Objectives for fish habitat management
Maintain or improve fish habitat capability;

. Maintain natural stream bank and stream channel processes

. Maintain natural and be~eficiat quantities of large woody debris over the shon- and lortg-
terrm

. Maintain water quafii to provide for rlsh production;

. Maintain water temperatures at natural Ieveis
- Maintain or improve primary or secondary stream biological prochmion in second-growh

forests
Maintain fish passage through stream crossing structures.

Accommodaterecreation faciiiiies and use associated with water-related activities which avoid ad-
verse effects on water quality and riparian shorelines.

Desired Future Cendftlon
R@arian areas throughout the forest provide highquaiiry habitat for fish and riparian-associated
wiidlife species. A wide variety of vegetative conditions and types are present, benefiting a variety
of species; also provided are reseme trees for wiidliie, large trees for brown bear bedding areas,
and associated waterfowi habitats. The areas aiso provide wildlife travel corridors.
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Riparian-related definitions are indicated in the following schematic:

/ k-Up,cncg

At-a-Glance . . . ..

Cuftural Resources L@2ate, evaluate and protect significant cultural resources. Interpretation may
be provided.

FacNtles FaciiRies which are needed for the administration of the Riparian Area and
which do not significantly reduce the capability of the area to maintain fish or
wiid!ife habitat or water quality are permitled.

Fire Ail wiitires are suppressed using a suppression action that minimiz= fire
suppression costs and minimizes the impact to water quality and f~ habitat.
Management ignited prescribed fire may be compatible with this LUO.

Fish Habiiat inckiing its protection, rehabilitation, and improvemer% !s empha-
sized. This emphasis includes management of the riparian area for the mainte-
nance of stream banks, water quafii, iarge woody debris, pools, and
streambeds for resident and anadromous fish species and for downstream
fisheries.

Forest Heatth

Lands

Minerals

Recreation

Forest heafth management ptincipies are applied to maintain or improve forest
heafth and the condtion of the aquatic and ripariart ecosystems.

Spechf uses dependent upon the riparian area and which meet the fish, wiidlife
and water quafii objectives for riparian areas, may be present.

Lands are open to mineral entry. Minerai management activities are designed
to maintain the present and continued productivii of anadromous fish and
other foodfish habitat to the maximum extent feasible.

Management of recreation use reduces or prevents adverse impact to riparian
soils, stream banks, and wiidtiie and fish habitat. Recreation faciiiiies that pro-
vide access to the water, such as Iraiis and boat launches, may be COnStfUCted;
other faciiides shouid be iocated outside this Land Use Designation. Consider
relocating existing facilities outside this LUO.
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Soil and Water Significant adverse impacts to the riparian habitat or soil and water resources
are avoided. Best Management Practices are used to assure the protection of
water qua[~ and riparian habitat and to minimize the effects cd activities on the
beneficia{ uses of water.

Subslstenc8

Timber

Subsistence use occurs in accordance with applicable Federal and state regu-
lations. Oppoflunfiies for harvesting fish and wildlife are maintained or imp-
roved.

Commercial timber harvest is prohibited within no Ie= than 100 feet in width on
each side of ail Class I streams and on those Ciass ii streams which flow dir~ly
into Cfass I streams. in other areas, ctjmmerciaf timber harvest is aiiowed where
it is not in conflict with the maintenance of improvement of fiparian-associated
resources. Personai use woodcutting within 100 feet of Class i streams, within
100 feet of ClaS ii streams which flow directty into CIass i streams, and in other
areas of this land use designation is discouraged; other suitabie locations for
personai use woodcutting sttouid be used first. ..

Transpoflation Transportation deveiopmenrs are located oulside of this &d Use Designation
to the extent practicable. Oevelc ;ments shouid not impair the production and
migration of anadromous fish.

Visual Resource Visual quafii may vary based on the Visuai Quality C ijectives of the adjacent

Land Use Designation.

Wlldlffe Manage for oid-growlh characteristics habitat for riparian-assxiated wiidiife
species in anadromous and high-vaiue resident fish (Ciass i) riparian areas.
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SCENIC VIEWSHED

Lmd Use Designation SV

Gods
To provide a sustained yie!d of timber and a mix of resource activities while minimizing lhe visibility
of developments in the foreground and middleground dsance zones.

To recognize the scenic vafues of suitable timber lands viewed from selected popufar roads, trds,
marine travel routes, recreation sites, bays and anchcqes, and to modify timber kvest practices
accordingly.

To maintain and promote industrial wood production from suitable timberlands, providing a COntW-

ous supply of wood products to meet society’s needs. -.

To seek to provide a suppiy of timber which meets annual and planning-cycle market demand from
the Tongass National Forest. consistent with the standards and guidelines of this LUD.

To seek to provide a suppty of timber to those purchasers qualifying as small businesses.

Objectives
Wfihin this Land Use Designation, apply the Visuai Quality Objectives (VQO’S) of Retention. in the
foreground distance zone, and Partial Retention, in the middleground distance zone, for all the
Visual Prior~ Travel Routes and Use Areas identified in Appendix F. Apply the Maximum Mocfiii-
tion VQO to all other areas.

Suitable forest lands are available for timber harvest. Even-aged, two-aged, and uneven-aged
systems may be used, consistent with the adopted VQO’S. Other timber management objectives
include:
. seek to reduce ciearcutting when other methods will meet land management objectii%
. identify opportunitii for dwersifying the wood products indusoy (such as special forest

products, and value-added local production);
. use forest health management to protect resource valu=,
. improve timber growth and productivity on cornmerciaf forest land%

pian, inventoty, prepare, offer, sell, and administer timber sales and permits to ensure the
orderfy development of timber productiorx

- emphasize the overall reduction of costs, increase of revenues, and improvement of publii
se~ice within the timber program.

Perform viewshed anafysis in conjunction with project development to provide direction for retaining
or creating a visualty-attractive landscape over time, and for rehabi!iiation of areas Werty modiied
“in the past.

Provide a spectrum of recreation opfmrtunities consistent with the capabitiiies Of this Qncf Use
Oesignat ion. Semi-primitive to roaded experiences may be offered.

Avoid changes to the current recreation settings and opportunities where possible, with emphasis
on the Visual Prior-ty Travel Routes and Use Areas. Manage changed settings in accordance with
the appropriate Recreation Opportunity Spectrum class.
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Design roads and traiis to be compatible with the characteristic Ianc&+e.

Consider wildlife habitat needs in prqect planning. Consider opfxwtunities for providing for the
eievational migration of wildlife, and siivicuitural tectmques which establish and pro!ong the forest
underst~ in criticai habitat areas.

Desired Future Condlt!on
In areas managed under the Scenic Viewshed Und Use Designation. forest visitors, recreationists,
and others using identified popular travel rout= and use areas will viw a natural-appewhg
landscape. Management activities in thevisualforeground wili not be wident to the casual obeenmr,
and in the visual middleground will be subordinate to the characteristic Ian&0a@. WRhin these
viwsheds, timber hawest units are typicalty smail and #fed onty a smallperfxmge of the seen
area Roads, faciiiiies, and other structures are either not visually evid@ or are subordinate to the
landscape. A variety of successional stages providng wildlife habitat occur, ahhough late succes-
sional stages predominate. Recreation opportunities in a range of setthgs are availabfe. A sustained
yield of timber is produced. In the areas managed for Retention or PartiaJRetention VQO’s, tim~
yieids are obtained through the use of smaif openings or uneven-aged systems.

Cutturai Resources

Facilities

Fire

Fish

Forest Heafth

bnds

NIInerals

Recreation

Soil and Water

Subsistence

At-a-Glance . . .

Locate, evaluate and protect significant cuftural resources. Interpretation may
be provided.

Vkual qual”~ objectives are met when siting and constructing facilities for
administrative use.

Suppression actions and prescribed fire are used to maintain the scenic qualii
of this bxf Use Designation.

Aquatic b-i habitat productivii is maintained or improved. F-~
improvement projects may occur. The Riparian Area M Use Deeignati2n
applies along riparian areas.

Pest prevention and suppression measures are “mpiemented to maintain or
enhance scenic quaiii and forest health.

Speciaf use structures maybe present, if they are mnsistent with LUD objec-
tives.

Lands are open to mineral entry. Viuai standards and guidelines minimize or
reduce the visual impact of mining activities, although Viuaf Qual”~ Object-wee
may not be met during minerai development. Postdeveiopment reclamation
seeks to meet visual objectives.

Recreation experiences may range from those requiring a semi-primitiie setting
to those obtainable in roaded settings.

High water quaiii and soil cover are maintained. Slope faiiure associated with
management activities is minimized.

Subsistence activities occur in accordance with Federal and state regulations
and may be seasonally prevalent.
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Tlmbu

Transporttilon

Wsuaf Resouroe

‘UIldltfe

SuitaMe forested kinds are avaiia~e fof W-. Wevm, h-est activities are
limited to ensure compliance with visuai standards - guidelines. Personal
use wodcutting activities are compatible if th8y meet LUD objectives.

Roads and traiis may be present and are designed and constructed to be
compatible with eiements found in the characteristk iandscape. They may
enhance recreational opportunities.

Management activities are net apparent to the obseiver in the foreground and
are subordinate to the charactetiic landscape in the middle to background
d-ktances.

Management emphasizes maintenance of late successional stages, afthough
earty and middle successional stages may occur. Habfiat improvement may
occur and is designed to be visuaJty compatible.



SEMI-PRIMITIVE RECREATION

Land UrM Designation SP

Goai.a
To provide predominantly natural or naturaf-appearing settings for semi-primitiie types of recre-
ation.

To provide opportunities for a moderate degree of independence, closeness to nature, and seif-
relii in environments requiring challenging motorized or non-mottied forms of transpomtion.

Objectives
Manage remation use and activities to meet the levels c4social encounters, on-site developments,
methods of access, and visitor impacts indiied for the Semi-primitiie Recreation Opportunity
Spectrum classes. Enclaves of concentrated recreation developments or mangement activities in
adjacent Land Use Designations may cause the ROS setting to become Roaded Natural.

Determine on a case-by-case basis whether roads, trails, and other areas are suitable and open for
motorized recreation activities. if so, incorporate into Off-Highway Vehicle (OHV) plans. If not, the
use of boats, aircraft, and snowmachines for tradtionai activities is identified and allowed.

Permit small-scaie, rustic recreation facilities, and occasional enciaves of concentrated recreation
faciiiiies.

Appty the Partial Retention Visual Quaiii Objective to any deveiopmerrts, faciiiiies, or structures

F-W enhancemem and wildiiie habnat improvement may occur.

Desired Future Condition
Areas in the Semi-primitiie Rwreation Land Use Designation are characterized by generaify unnmcf-
‘Hiednatural environments. Ecoiogicai processes and natural conditions are only minimally affected
by past or current human uses or activities. Users have the opportunity to experience a mcderate
degr~ of independence, closeness to nature, solitude and remoten~, with some areas offering
motorized opportunities and others non-motorized opportunities (except for the traditional uses of
boats, aircraft, and snowmachines). interactions between users are infrequent.Facilities and struc-
tures are minimai, and rustic in appearance or in harmony with the natural setting.

At-a-Glance . . .

Cufturai resources Locate, evaiuate, and protect significant cuiturai resources. interpretation may
be provided.

Facilities Administrative and other authorized structures are iocateci and designed to
reduce adverse effects on recreation opportunities.

Fire Aii wiidfires are suppressed using a suppression action that minimizes fire
suppression costs and resource damage. Management-ignited prescribed fire,
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fish

Foreet Health

Land8

Minerals

.Recreation

Soil and Water

Subsistence

71mber

Transportation

Visual Resource

to improve natural ecological processes, isnotpresentty usedbutmaybe
considered in the future.

Aquatic biological habitat productivhy is maintained or “mpro’ved. F~ties
enhancement projects may occur.

Pesf prevention and suppression measures consistent with this Land Use
Designation may be implemented to protect the recreatii settings and adjj
cent resources.

Uses consistent with the Semi-primitive Land Use Designation are allowed.

Lands are open to mineral entIY. Mineral advitks should be oompatii with
t;-ia objectives of ths Land Use Designation to the maximum extent feasible.
Mitigation of effects on recreation and visual resources are emphasized.

The setting is managed to provide a natural-appearing environment generaity
remote from human developments. Recreation use is managed to provide low
to moderate numbers of encwnters between visiiors. In some areas, motocized
recreation opportunities are provided and traditional motorized access may
occur. Small scale, rustic recreation facilities such as recreation cabins, shel-
ters, and docks, and occasional enclaves of concentrated recreation facilities
may exist.

Land use activities are carried out in a manner whch avoids serious and
adverse impacts to soii and water quaiii.

Subsidence activities occur in accordance with Federal and state regulations
and may be seasonally prevalent throughout this Land Use Designation.

Forested lands are classified as unsuitable for timber production. Siivicufturaf
treatment is conducted only to maintain or improve the desired recreation

_unti or to co~d i~ * d@=e. salvage, aithough the exception
in ths bnd Use Designat-bn, is Iimit@ to the resutts of cata5trophii events, and
must be compatible with Semi-primitive recreation objectives. Personal use
wood from beach log salvage is fuify compatible with th~ imd Use Designa-
tion. Cutting on the upland is d~raged, but if allowed, is limited to designat-
edareas.

The transportation system within the area may include foot or ski traii, and trails
for motorized recreation. Exiiing low standard roads maybe managed for high
clearance and off-highway veh~ies subject to off-highway vehiile management
plans. New roads are generally not constructed in this LUO except to fink
existing roads or to acce,s adjacent LUDS. Location and design of roads
required to access adjacent Land Use Designations should cons’tir compati-
biiii with or improvement to the semi-primitive retreat-bn opportunities. Reeds
and trails may be closed or seasonally restricted.

All activities within this LUD are integrated in such a wav that they are subordi-
nate to the characteristic landscape: Rehabiiiiation techniques maybe used to
restore dkturbed landscapes to be compatible with the semi-primitiie setting.
The Visual Quality Objective is Partial Retention.
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*
Wildlife Habtiat management emphasizes maintenance of iate successional stages,

atthough early to middle successional stag- may occur. Habitat improvement
may occur.
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SPECIAL INTEREST AREA

Land Use Designation SA

Goaia
To provide for the inventory, maintenance, interpretation, and protection of the existing characteris-
tics and attributes of areas with unique cuiturai, geoiogicai, botanial, zooiogicaf, recreational,

scenic, or other speciai features.

Objectives
Provide oppcmnities for pubiii study, use, and enjoyment of unique naturai areas that are suitabie
to, and do not compromise, the characteristics of each area

Aiiow oniy facilities and recreation developments that contribute to the interpretation 04 naturai
features or provide for compatible pubiic uses, and that biend with the naturai setting.

Provide for inventoried Recreation Oppxtunity Spectrum opportunities and activities, uniess pubiic
use is specficaify restrided for the protection of other resources.

Consider withdrawing each area from minerai entry, subjm to valid existing rights, on a c=e-by-
case basis, if minerai development wouid not be consistent with protecting the unique features of
the area

Ap@y the Retention Viuai Quaiii Objective except around deveioped interpretive faciiiiies, and
other developments or structures.

Aiiow tish, wiidiiie, and/or soii and water improvements if they are compatible with the purposes for
whiih each Speciai interest Area was estabiiihed.

5eveiop management pians for those Speciai interest Areas needing specific dirwtion fcf achieving
these goais and objectives.

Desired Future CooditIon
Ail Speciai interest Areas on the Tongass Nationai Forest are characterized by generaity unmodiied
environments in which unique naturai features are preserved. They remain iargeiy undiiurbed by
human uses or activities, except for iocaiiied interpretive purposes and, in some cases, recreation
daveiopmems, and provide qualii opportunities for pubfic study, use, and enjoyment. Each is an
example of one or more cuiturai, geoioQicai, botanicai, zooiogicai, paieontoiogicai, or other speciai
features unique within the Tongass,

At-a-Glance . . .

C::itural Resources Cuiturai resources are iocated, evaiuated, and protected. Use may be reguiated
to maintain or protect unique vaiues. Interpretive activities may be provided.

Facilities Administrative, interpretive, and informational sites are allowed to accomplish
Speciai interest Area objectives.
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Fish

Forest Heafth

Lands

Mineral*

Recreation

Soil and Water

Subsistence

Timber

Transportstfon

Vhwal Resource

Wildlife

Suppressim actions and prescribed fire are used to protect and improve
resources as determined by the Special Interest Area Management Plan.

Fish improvement prqects may be a.llcwed where they are compatible with
Special interest Area objectives.

Forest pest management measures consistent with this lad Use Designation
are implemented to protect the unque features of the area

Only authorizatims which perpetuate the unique values that !4 to designation
or prx to d@gnate as a Speciaf Interest Area are permitted.

Special Interest Areas may be withdrawn from mineral entry, sub-to vafii
existing rights.

Use ~nct interpretation are developed when adequate provisions for protection
are available and the resource is suitable for the activii.

Natural conditions are maintained to perpetuate the unique qualities of the
Special Interest Area

Subsistence use is allowed in accordance with Federal and state regulations.

Forested land is classified as unsuitable for timber productim Cutting of trees
‘S authorized for development and maintenance of interpretive services fw
Special Interest Areas. Cedar and spruce are available for continued artistii
use, if not in conflict with Special Interest Area purposes. Personal use fuetwcmd
and Christmas tree cutting activitks are usuaify incompatible wkh LUD objec-
tNes.

Roads and tm”is are permitted where they are compatible with the interpretive
objectifies for whiih the Special Interest Area was established.

Speciaf Interest Areas are managed for their visual integrity, with most areas in
a natural-appearingconditii. The Viuai (k+ Objectiveis Retention. Excep-
tions are for the developed recreation and interpretive pottions of Mendenhall
Glacier, Ward Cove, and Blind Slough Special interest Areas.

WWiie habitat improvement projects maybe aflowed where compati~ Spe-
cial Interest Area objectives.





.
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DEER WINTER HABITAT
Land Use Designation DWH

Goals

To manage areas to maintain high quality deer winter habitat.

To manage second-growth stands which occur naturally or have been
harvested so that they become valuable deer winter habitat in the
future.

Objectives

Manage timber using individual tree or small group selection
methods which do not reduce the value of deer winter habitat.

Allow facilities and permitted uses if they are compatible with the
deer winter habitat goals. Locate roads outside this land use
designation to the extent practicable.

Desired Future Condition

To maintain high quality deer winter habita$ generally containing
mature and overmature trees in a multi-layered canopy providing
snow interception and an abundance of understory shrubs and forbs.

At-a-Glance...

Cultural Resources Locate, evaluate, and protect significant cultural
resources. Interpretation may be provided when
it is compatible with the management objectives
for deer winter habitat.

Facilities

Fire

Permanent administration facilities and
temporary facilities will be present if
compatible with deer winter habitat
management objectives.

All fires are suppressed using a suppression
action that minimizes fire suppression costs and
resource damage.
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Fish

Forest Health

Lands

Minerals

Recreation

Soil and Water

Subsistence

Timber

Aquatic biological habitat productivity is
maintained or improved. Fisheries
improvement projects may occur.

Pest prevention and suppression measures
should be consistent with the objectives of this
land use designation.

Special use activities compatible with deer
winter habitat objectives may be present.

Lands are open to mineral entry. Mineral
activities should be compatible with the
objectives of this land use designation.

Small scale, rustic recreation facilities such as
recreation cabins and shelters may exist. Foot
snowmobile, and ski trails are compatible with
this land use designation.

Soil and water resources are generally subject to
natural changes only.

Subsistence use is allowed in accordance with
applicable Federal and State regulations.
Opportunities for harvesting wildlife and fish
resources will be maintained or improved.
Firewood gathering is limited to standing dead
or downed trees.

Individual tree or group selection (usually 1/2
acre or less) are suitable uses if distributed
across the landscape and do not degrade the
value of the deer winter habitat. Harvest would
not occur near existing roads since road
openings degrade snow interception capability
(see transportation). Timber salvage is
acceptable as long as new roads are not
constructed and standing live trees are not
harvested.
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Transportation Roads are located outside this land use
designation to the extent practicable.

Vkual Resource Management activities will generally meet the
retention visual quality objective, except in
occasional circumstances where the partial
retention visual quality objective is applicable.

W]ldlife Wildlife improvements may occur emphasizing
components of deer winter habitat such as
canopy cover and understory vegetation.
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Municipal Watershed

Land Use Designation MW

The emphasis of this Land Use Designation is to meet the State of Alaska’s
Water Quality Standards for human use for municipal watersheds. These
goals and objectives are the same as for Enacted Municipal Watersheds
except that they have not been enacted. (We propose that on Land Use
Designation be used for both enacted and non-enacted municipal
watersheds.)

Goals

To maintain municipal watersheds as municipal water supply reserves
in a manner
human use.

Objectives

that meets State of Alaska Water Quality Standards for

Limit most management activities to the protection and maintenance
of natural resources. Fish enhancements, and watershed and wildlife
habitat improvements, may occur if they are compatible with the
municipality’s watershed management objectives.

Class& forested land as unsuitable for timber production. consider
salvage logging only at the request of the municipality,

Limit facilities and roads to those necessary for municipal water
supply purposes.

Limit recreation uses to those agreed to with the municipality and to
those that will not affect water quality or flow.

Desired Future Condition

Lands managed as Enacted Municipal Watersheds are generally in a
natural condition. Facilities or structures to provide domestic water
may be present. Uses or activities that could adversely affect water
quality or supply do not occur. These watersheds provide domestic
water that meets all State Water Quality Standards for human use.
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At-a-Glance...

Cultural Resources Locate, evaluate, and protect significant cultural
resources. Interpretation may be provide~
although interpretation may generally occur
outside LUD boundaries.

Facilities Facilities are limited to those structures which
are necessary to administer and supply water for
human use. No forest Service administrative
facilities are constructed. Facilities such as
dams, reservoirs, and pipelines are consistent
with the LUD emphasis.

Fire All wildfires are suppressed using suppression
action that minimizes suppression costs and
resource damage. Management ignited
prescribed fire may be used to maintain or
improve watershed characteristics.

Fish Fish habitat projects may occur if they are
compatible with municipal watershed
management objectives.

Forest Health Pest suppression and prevention measures are
implemented to protect watershed and adjacent
resources.

Lands and Mherals Special use authorizations are limited to those
which support water development activities and
which safeguard the quality and quamtity of
municipal water supplies. Before a special use
authorization is issue~ written concurrence of
the municipality is required.

Recreation Only recreation use that is compatible with
municipal watershed management objectives
may occur.

Soil and Water Soil and water protective measures are applied
to protect the watersheds and water resources
for human use. Soil and water improvement
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occurs on all disturbances that threaten
watershed management values.

Subsistence

Timber

Trails

Transportation

Visual Resource

Wildlife

Subsistence use is allowed in accordance with
applicable Federal, State, and municipal
regulations.

Forested land is classified as unsuitable for
timber production. There is no scheduled
harves$ but timber maybe salvaged at the
request of the municipality under conditions
which safeguard the quantity and quality of
water. Personal use wood and Christmas tree
cutting activities are usually incompatible with
LUD objectives.

Trail systems are limited to those which are
necessary to administer the municipal
watershed.

Road systems are limited to those necessary to
administer the municipal watershed.

Visual Quality Objectives are based on the
management activities authorized in the
watershed.

Wildlife habitats are managed for uses
compatible with the municipality’s watershed
management objectives.
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Road Maintenance

Based on cument fimding levels, we propose the following maintenance
standards for roads on M.itkof Island:

40000: Froot Loop Road 40010: Red Bear Road
. current: high clearance - current closed
- desired: passenger car - desired: closed

40001: Pitt Road 40083: Muck Road
- cument closed by brush - current high clearance
- desired: closed - desired: allow to close
- emphasize ATV use here

40003: Endhaul Road
- current closed by brush
- desired closed
- emphasize ATVuse here

40004: Ridge Run Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: allow to close

40006: Snake Ridge Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: passenger car

40007: Upper Bruin Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: high clearance

40008: French Twin Road
- current high clearance
- desired: allow to close

40100: Blind River Rapids Parking
Area

- currerit Paved
- desired: Paved

40227: Knee Road
- current high clearance
- desired: high clearance

6200: Lake Road
- current high clearance
- desired high clearance

6201: Knobby Road
- current high clearance
- desired: allow to close

6202: Cow Creek Road
- current closed
- desired: closed
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6204: Frederick (Cabin) Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: passenger car

6205: Pan Creek Road
- current high clearance
- desired: allow to close

6206: Cabin Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: allow to close

6207: Climber Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: allow to close

6208: Frenchy Creek Road
- cument: high clearance
- desired: passenger car

6209: Twin Creek Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: passenger car

6210: Paint Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: allow to close

6212: Boundary Road
- current high clearance
- desired: allow to close

6220: Sam Peak Road
- current: closed
- desired: closed

6221: Mink Road
- current closed
- desired: convert to trail
- emphasize ATV use here

6222: Ermine Road
- current closed
- desired: closed

6223: Martin Road
- current: closed
- desired: closed

6224: Weasel Road
- current closed
- desired closed

6225: Falls Flat Road
- current: closed
- desired: closed

6226: Clap Trap Road
- current closed
- desired: closed

6227: Forty-Dollar Road
- current: high clearance
- desired: high clearance
- emphasize ATV use here
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6230: Upper Bear Creek Road
- current closed by brush
- desired: closed

6231: Rove Road
- current closed
- desired: closed

6232: Canyon Creek Road, to
Overlook

- current passenger car
- desired: passenger car

6232: Canyon Creek Road, Past
Overlook

- current high clearance
- desired: allowed to close

6233: North Blind River Road
- current closed
- desired: closed

6234: Blind Slough Picnic Area
Parking

- cument passenger car
- desired: passenger car

6235: Three Lakes Loop
- cument high clearance
- desired: passenger car

6238: Ohmer Creek Campground
Road

- current passenger car
- desired: passenger car

6241: Dry Strait
- current: high clearance
- desired: passenger car

6245: Woodpecker Road,
- cument high clearance
- desired: passenger car

6245: Woodpecker Road,
6287

- current high clearance
- desired: high clearance
- emphasize ATV use here

to Road 6287

past Road

6246: West Fork Ohmer Creek
- current high clearance
- desired: high clearance

6280: Crystal Lake Road
- current closed
- desired: closed

6281: East Sumner Mountain Road
- current closedlhigh clearance
- desired: closed

6282: Sumner Pass
- current closed
- desired: closed

6283: South Sumner Mountain Road
- current closed/high clearance
- desired: closed
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6284: West Sumner Mountain Road 6286: Rlva Ridge Road
- current high clearance - current: high clearance
- desired: high clearance - desired: high clearance
- emphasize ATVuse here - emphasize A TV use here

6285: Woodpecker Cove Road 6287: Point Alexander Road
- current: passenger car - current: converted to interpretive trail
- desired: passenger car - desired converted to interpretive trail

. Passenger Car: roads are designed for passenger car use and are not
paved.

. High Clearance: roads are designed for high clearance vehicles and
may damage passenger cars.

● Closed: roads are already close~ will be allowed to close naturally, or
will be closed with a barrier.
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Silviculture

Silviculture Systems in Southeast Alaska

Silvicuhural systems are approaches to managing trees and plants to meet
resource objectives. Examples of objectives include timber production and
wildMe habita$ among others. Silvicukura.1systems can address more than
one resources at a time. For example when harvesting trees for commercial
use, we can leave groups of trees or individual trees to provide cover for
wildlife. We often choose the silticultural system based on what it takes to
regenerate the stand. Some of the more common silvicukural systems
include:

● Group selection: These systems remove small groups of trees,
usually less than 2 acres. Portions of the stand are removed
periodically. These may be accomplished using logging systems
common in Southeast Alaska: cable, helicopter, and shovel yarders.

● Individual tree selection: These systems remove single trees based
on individual characteristics, periodically removing a portion of the
stand. There is high potential for damage to the remaining trees.
Helicopter and/or shovel logging are the most commonly used
harvest methods for this system.

● Clearcutting systems: These include removal of entire stands of
timber in one cutting. Some trees maybe kept for visual or wildlife
needs. In southeast Alask~ clearcutting is currently more practical,
safie, and economical for most harvest situations.

● Seed-tree: These systems remove mature timber in one cutting
except for a small number of seed-bearing trees left singly or in
small groups to provide seed for regeneration of the site. Though
these systems may not meet timber objectives in Southeast Alask<
they could be used where there are limited sources of see~ for
example, if few cedar trees remain in adjacent stands.

● Shelterwood: These systems remove mature timber in two or three
cuttings. All harvest takes place in less than 20 years and is
designed to shelter new seedlings from the sun with the remaining
canopy.
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Rotation Agesl

We predicted a rotation age for each Land Use Designation. The Timber
Emphasisz rotation age is approximately 100 years. The rotation age of
Scenic Viewshed and ModzjiedLanakcape is 170 years- We used these
guidelines to estimate timber volumes in the Final Design. A stand with a
170-year rotation would have multiple entries for timber harvest extending
over 170 years, at which time the entire stand would have been harvested.
Then the rotation starts over. Each entry could harvest different units and the
time between entries could vary. The amount of timber removed could also
vary depending on resource objectives.

Land Use Designation and Timber Volume Estimates

Three land use designations permit timber harvest and count towards our 4.2
million board foots estimate for the annual average harvest:

g Timber Emphasis,
● Modljied Landscape, and
● Scenic Viewshed.

Timber Emphasis lands are likely to have the highest proportion harvested as
clearcut. ModZjled Landscape lands are likely to have a lower proportion of
clearcu$ and more partial harvests. Clearcuts will generally be less obtrusive
than on the Timber Emphasis lands. Scenic Viewshed lands are likely to have
the fewest acres of clearcutting and the highest proportion of partial harvest.
Clearcuts will be the least obtrusive in Scenic Viewshed.

In our timber volume calculations, we assumed that 20% of the potential
volume could not be harvested due to concerns identified in project level
analysis. Other Land Use Designations and HCAS will have some timber
harvest but do not count toward our estimated, annual, average harvest.

Silvicultural Prescriptions

Silvicultural prescriptions will be completed during project-level analysis,
when the silviculturist has more detailed and site-specific information.

1 The rotationage is the plannednumberof yearsbehveentheregenerationof a standoftrees and its final cuttingat a
specified stage of matudy. Theserotatk defie thetime over which an entirestandof timber would be harvested.

2 For a review of all Land Use Designationssee At-A-Glance in 4pendixAandB.
3 A bo=d fwt is a tit of ~b= ~~m@ ew~limgthe ~o~ of wood co-ed in a gfeex&unfinkhed board one

inchthick twelve incheslong andtwelve incheswide.
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Soils, Water, and Fish

Watershed Sensitivity

We used the Sti.kineArea Watershed Sensitivity Model to look at how
sensitive the land is to disturbance, such as timber harvest and road
construction. The model uses the soil and stream characteristics of each
watershed to describe land sensitivity. Sensitivity class maybe low,
moderate, Ma or extreme. Nexg the value of the watershed is rated for
anadromous fish and human water supply. This is referred to as the user
class. The values for fish habitat are based on ratings from the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game and range horn very low to high. If the
watershed use includes drinking water, it is assigned a high user class.

Sensitivity to Disturbance

The results show that most of the island is in the low-to-moderate range for
sensitivity to disturbance. Of the major named watersheds, only Sumner
Creek fell into the high-sensitivity category.

User Class

Four watersheds were rated high for use: Blind Slough and Falls Creek for
anadromous fis& and Cabin Creek and Reservoir Creek for human water
supply. None of the watersheds are close to the threshold of concern
suggested by the model (Table C-1). The analysis indicates that cumulative
watershed concerns are not a limiting factor on Mitkof Island at this time.

Threshold of Concern

The Sensitivity Model combines watershed sensitivity and user class to
estimate the threshold of conce~ which is the percent of disturbance the
watershed can absorb. The threshold of concern does not predict actual
impacts. It indicates each watershed’s risk of potential sediment production
fi-om cumulative watershed impacts.

Watershed Recovery

Finally the model assumes that watershed recover from disturbance over
time. For example in Table C-1, 15% of the Bear Creek watershed has been
disturbed over time. When accounting for recovery however, only 6%
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remains disturbed. Both figures are well be
concern. Disturbed areas are assumed to re
years, and 100% in 30 years.

Table C-1. Sensitivity of Major M&of Wa

Watershed Area sensitivity User
(acres) class claws

II I (value to

people)

Bear Creek 14,880 moderate moderate
(fish)

Blind 10,000 moderate high
slough (fish)
Cabin 4,750 low high
Creek (water

supply)
Cosmos 4,640 moderate low
Creek (fish)
Falls Creek 11,240 moderate high

(fish)
Ohmer 9,490 moderate moderate
Creek (fish)
Reservoir 2,600 low high

(water
supply)

Sumner 7,950 high low
Creek I I I (fish)

low the 40’%0threshold of
:ove~50°/0in 10 years, 750/0in 20

:ersheds to Disturbance

Threshold I Total [ Disturbance
of Concern I Disturbance j w/recover#

watershed watershed
1

watershed
disturbed) disturbed) still

disturbed)
40 15 6

25 8 2

35 8 7
.

60 12 4

25 I 18 II 7

40 11 4

35 3 2

50 6 3

4
Sensitivityclass is bssed on soil snd streamchamcteristicsincludiugslope andsoil erodibility.

5 User Class is the value of the watershedfor anadromousfish use snd humanwatersupply
6 Disturbed areasareassumedto recover 50% in 10 years, 75~o in 20 yews, snd 100?’. in 30 yesrs
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Wildlife: Deer Management
‘4

Demand for Deer

1960’s Harvest: From 1960-68, hunters harvested approximately 620 deer
on Mitkof Island each year. Assuming ten deer are required for every deer
harvested we would need to maintain a habitat capability of 6,200 deer to
support this level of harvest.

1990’s Harvest: From 1991-93, hunters took an average of 166 deer per
year.

Approximately 750 permits have been issued each year following the
reopening of a hunting season on Mitkof Island in 1991. When aske& most
hunters say they would like to harvest more than one deer on the island.
Assuming each hunter wants two deer, and ten deer are required to maintain
the population level for every deer take% a population of 15,000 deer would
be required. That would be equivalent to 75 deer per square mile. This
seems unrealistic for the habitat capability on Mitkof Island.

Theoretical Harvest: We cumently estimate that all lands on Mitkof Island
can support about 3580 deer. Theoretically we should be abIe to harvest
about 300 deer per year. We estimate habitat capability of National Forest
lands south of the City limits can cumently support approximately 2400 deer
(Figure C-l). This is expected to decline to 2300 deer by year 2020 as
canopies in existing clearcuts close.

The Deer Model

We used the deer habitat capability model developed for the Forest Plan
Revision (1991). Deer habitat capability is not the actual deer popu.latio~
rather the estimated number of deer that the habitat could support through a
moderately severe winter7. This model assigns winter habitat values to
various old-growth stands, based on such variables as elevatio~ aspects, and
volume classg. In some cases, we updated the predicted habitat values with
data from the past four years. The model also predicts the effects of
clearcutti-ng on deer winter habitat.

7
Moderately severe wintarsarethose with snos%dl between51 and 115 inches.

8 &ect is the direetiona hillsidef%xs.
9 Volume class is the volume oftimk growing on an acre of laud.
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Since the deer model predicts only the effects of clearcutting, it does not
adequately reflect tie effect of partial removal of timber from the stand. Due
to the lack of field tiormation on partial hamest we assume~ for this
document that the effects of pardal timber hznwest on deer would be directly
propordonal to the amount of timber removed horn the stand. In other
words, remotig 50°/0 of the trees on 100 acres of forest was assumed to
have the same effect as clearcutdng 50 acres. As more information becomes
available, we expect the model will be updated to reflect the effects of partial
harvest.

F@e C-1. 1995 Mitkof Island Deer Habitat Capability Estimates

2400

B%%FS Lands South of City Limits

w All Land Within the City Limits

E4%Non-FS Lands South of City Limits

I(17.6%)

550 (15.4%)

lTotal Isiand 3580 ~
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.

Wildlife

Table C-2. Possible Tradeoff Ranges Between Deer Numbers and
Timber Volumes.

Management Strategies Deer* Habitat lmnual Deer** Annual Timber***
Capability Harvest Potential Harvest Potential

Number of Deer Number of Deer Million Board Feet

1) Alternative P 1>930 193 5.4

2) Alternative P - with 2,040 204 4.3
HCAS
3) Proposed Changes to 2,160 216 3.4

Alternative P with HCAS
plus. protection of highest-
value and high-value deer
winter range

~ 2,300 230 0.0

5) Final Desizn **** 2.070 207 4.2

* The numbers refer only to the habitat capability on National Forest
lands south of the City Limits. Actual populations might be higher or
lower than this theoretical number.

** Assumes 10% of the deer population can be harvested on a sustained
basis.

*** Includes both sawlogs and pulp wood in million board feet. These
figures have been adjusted 20!40lower to account for the occurrences
encountered during on-the-ground, project-level analysis, including
discovery of streams, raptor nests, and soil concerns. This amount will
not be the same every year; it is an average. Some years there will be
no timber sold, other years there maybe more than the average yearly
volume sold.

**** We inadvertently used the 1991 version of Alternative P in the
preliminary Design to calculate deer habitat and timber harvest numbers.
We used the 1992 version for the Final Desi~ which resulted in an
increase in both numbers.
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Wildlife: Viable Populations Strategy

Mitkof Design HCA Strategy

Placement

Wetried toavoid roads, incorporate high-value marten10and flying squirrel
habitat and include at least 50 percent volume class 4 or greater timber
within all HCAS. Because people are interested in hunting deer, we selected
good deer winter range when possible.

Roads

If practicable roads will be located outside HCAS and wildlife travel
corridors. We recommend keeping primary roads open within HCAS
including Snake Ridge Road, Three Lakes Loop Road, Woodpecker Cove
Road, and Mitkof Highway. Breaks in the travel corridor should not exceed
65 feet to ensure flying squirrel movements.

Recreation and Lands

HCA designation will not affect existing recreation facilities or new trail
construction. While existing developed recreation sites can be located within
HCAS, the acreage of these sites will not count towards the HCA acres, and
these sites would not be significantly expanded in the future. No new
campground developments would be permitted. Within a HC~ a road
leading to an active mining claim could be used by the permittee only.

Harvest of Wildlife

The HCA proposal does not limit hunting or trapping.

Harvest of Timber

Cutting of hazard trees along roads is permitted for public safety. Personal
use and fuewood harvest would not be allowed in HCAS or wildlife travel
corridors since some species with viability concerns are dependent on snags.

10 .
Hrgh-valuemartenhabitatis capsble of supportingbebwe.n 1.8 and2.71 martenper squaremile.
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We propose harvesting of existing second-growth forests if

“ .perm.itted by the underlying Forest Plan Land Use Designatio~
“ if the HCA fid.lymeets the habitat composition criteri~ and
● if new roads are not constructed and existing roads are managed

for access consistent with wildlife objectives.

We propose commercial salvage of down or dead trees in HCAS and wildlife
travel corridors if

● area is greater than 25 acres,
● salvage is accomplished in accordance with road guidelines,
“ all standing living trees are left uncut except as necessary for safety

when removing down or dead trees, and
● salvage logging is permitted by the underlying Forest Plan Land Use

Designation.

Number of HCAS

The Interagency Team recommended one small HCA for each 10,000 acre
watershed which is usually represented by a VCU. Miiikof Island has four
watersheds 10,000 acres or greater. Six VCUS greater than 10,000 acres are
located on Mitkof Island. the Mitkof Team decided to use a combination of
spacing, VCUS, and watershed size to develop a Design that includes six
small HCAS and one medium HCA.

The Interagency Team report contains information on requirements of the
maximum distances species will migrate; small HCAS should be about four
miles horn other HCAS. We tried to maintain the gene pool for species
moving between Mitkof, the mainhm~ and surrounding islands. We based
our locations for HCAS on habitat values, unique areas or habitats, gene flow
between the mainland and surrounding islands, and spacing between the
HCAS.

Interagency Team Strategy

In October 1990, an interagency team of wildlife biologists met to identi&
and evaluate habitat needs for old growth associated wildlife species. They
proposed a Habitat Conservation Area (FICA) approach. HCAS would have
specific size, vegetation compositio~ and spacing criteria. They
recommended 500-foot wide beach fkinge buHers and endorsed 100-foot old-
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growth forest buflers along both sides of anadromousll fish streams, and
corridors necessary to link HCAS.

We used the guidelines from their May 5, 1993 final review draft of A
Proposed Strategy forillaintaining Well-Distribute~ Viable Populations of
Wildllfe Associated with Old-Growth Forests in Southeast Alaska to develop

our HCA proposal.

Large Habitat Conservation Area

Objectives and Guidelines

Large HCAS are intended to provide habitat to ensure that populations
of marten, goshawks, and wolves are secure. They also provide source
populations to recolonize adjacent HCAS. HCAS with largely circular
shapes are preferable as they provide a greater amount of interior old-
growth forest environment and less human-induced edge habitat than
linear HCAS.

1. Maintain one contiguous tract capable of supporting at least 25
female marten during winters of poor prey and 8 pairs of
goshawks.

2. Large HCAS: 40,000 acres total with:

● 20,000 acres old-growth with a volume of over 8,000
board feet of timber per acre, including at leasg

0 10,000 acres old-growth with a volume of over 20,000
board feet per acre, and

● one Class I stream if in brown bear habitat.

3. Large HCAS should be not more than 20 miles spa.@edge to
edge, to ensure that they are witbin the dispersal capabilities of all
the species of concern.

4. Often an area with another Forest Plan Land Use Designation12
(such as Wilderness, Primitive Recreation, or Munic@al
Watershed) will serve as a Large HCA. In such cases, the

11
Anadromousiish arethosethatmatureand spendmuch of their adult liie in the oceaw returningto inlandwatersto

12 spawn. Salmon and steelheadare examples.
For a review of all of the Land Use Designationssee At-A-Glance in AppendixA andB.
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Designation should be co-designated on maps to clearly indicate
the intent to manage for both purposes.

5. Monitoring should be implemented to determine whether the
Large HCAS are meeting their population objectives.

Medium Habitat Conservation Area

Objectives and Guidelines

Medium HCAS are intended to provide habitat for small, local
populations that may be prone to fiequen~ local extinctions.
However, the Medium HCAS should be located close to the Large
HCAS or to other Medium HCAS for recolonization to occur.
HCAS that are somewhat circular are preferable to linear ones
because of the smaller area of human-induced edge habitat.

1. Establish Medium HCAS capable of supporting at least five
female marten during winters of poor prey, and two pairs of
goshawks. Medium HCAS will be spaced at intends of
approximately eight miles, edge to edge, to ensure recolonization.

2. Medium HCAS: 10,000 acres total with:

3.

4.

● 5,000 acres old growth with a volume of over 8,000
board feet of timber per acre, including at least

02,500 acres old growth with a volume of
over 20,000

board feet of timber per acre, and
● less than 8 miles from nearest large or medium HCA

Often an area with another Forest Plan Land Use Designation13
(such as old-grow@ Wilderness, Primitive Recreation, or
Municipal Watershe@) will serve as a Medium HCA. In such
cases, the Designation should be co-designated on maps to clearly
indicate the intent to manage for both purposes.

Monitoring should be implemented to determine whether the
Medium HCAS are meeting their population objectives.

13
For a review of all of the LandUse Designationssee At-A-Glsnce in AppendixA endB.
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Small Habitat Conservation Area

Objectives and Guidelines

Small HCAS are maintained to provide temporary fimctiomd habitat
for aniinals dispersing between Large and Medium HCAS and to
ensure that species of concern have a relatively high likelihood of
occurring in each 10,000 acre or greater watershed. HCAS that are
somewhat circular are preferable to linear ones because of the
smaller area of human-induced edge habitat.

1. Maintain one small HCA capable of supporting at least one
female marten during winters of poor prey and 20 to 40 flying
squirrels within each major watershed. A major watershed is
defined as one that is at least 10,000 acres in size.

2. Small HCAs 1,600 acres total with

“ 800 acres of old-growth with a volume of over 8,000
board feet of timber per acre.

3. Where practicable, include lands not suitable for timber harvest
existing buffers, and other lands removed from timber harvest for
small HCAS.

Travel Corridor Objectives:

1. Provide corridors of old-growth forest habitats to increase the
likelihood of successfid dispersal of the species of concern
throughout the landscape.

2. Maintain old-growth riparian buffers at least 100 feet on each side
of the stream to aid in the dispersal of old-growth associated
species. Limit breaks in old-growth travel corridors not to exceed
65 feet to ensure that flying squirrels can glide across the
openings.

Interagency Proposal

The Interagency Team proposed no large HCASfor Mitkof Island. They
recommended the Three Lakes and Blind Slough medium HCAS. They also
recommended one small HCA per VCU designed at the project level.

Appendix C, Analysis Details, Page C-17



Region 10 Forest Service Strategy, Draft Environmental
Assessment, (Internal Review Draft)

The February 24, 1993 Environment Assessment (EA), Interim Habitat
Management Guidelines for Maintaining Well-Distributed Viable Wildl&e
Populations Within the Tongass National Forest proposed two medium
HCAS (Blind Slough and Three Lakes) for Mitkof Islan& but did not discuss
small HCAS. No large HCASwere proposed on Mitkof Island.

The Regional EA also includes guidelines for goshawk protection (Map 13).
There are several alternatives that the Regional Forester may select.
Depending on his choice, timber harvest within goshawk home ranges may
be deferre~ until the Forest Plan Revision is completed.
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Map 1. Mitkof Island Map I
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Map 2. Ecosystem flows
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~, Map 4. Recreation Projects (Proposed)
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~ Map 5. Road Maintenance Levels (Proposed)
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Map 7. Fisheries Enhancement and Rehabilitation Projects (F’r,oposed)
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~ Map 8. Timber: Volume Classes
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Map 11. Wildlife: Deer Winter Range
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‘~~ Map 12. Wildlife: Moose Management Strategy Area (Proposed)
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~ Map 14. Wildlife: Mitkof Design for Habitat Conservation Areas and Travel Corridors
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Map 15. Forest Plan: Alternative P (1992)
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i Map 16. Forest Plan: Mitkof Design Changes to Alternative P (1992)
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